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The number of news pages we have in this issue indicates that the industry
is robustly purring again. This is not to say that there are no challenges
ahead – contrary, there are some challenges to be overcome, from US
dollar exchange rates to the slowed availability of products. As we release
this issue, I will be at InfoComm Southeast Asia, which is taking place
after three years as a physical event. I am certainly looking forward to
reconnecting with the industry in the region and hopefully understanding
where we are at as a region. If you are visiting, please say Hi. We are at
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include the UAE as well. We at
Adamson are all excited to work
with Procom and expand our
network of satisfied users in the
region.”
As part of the agreement,
Procom will assume
responsibility for marketing,
sales, and support of
Adamson’s products in the
region. In its inventory, Procom

Adamson Portfolio
Now Available in
the UAE and Saudi
Arabia Via Procom
Middle East

will carry the complete range of products, including
all line array, subwoofer, and point source cabinets, as
well as Adamson’s I/O Distribution units. Procom will
also have multiple demo systems in Dubai, including
an immersive audio installation featuring the new
Adamson Fletcher Machine.
Earlier this year, Adamson launched the Adamson
Fletcher Machine, an immersive audio tool that is

MIDDLE EAST: Adamson Systems Engineering
has appointed Procom Middle East as its distributor
in the UAE and Saudi Arabia. As one of the world’s
most recognized manufacturers of loudspeaker
technology, Adamson Systems Engineering has been
a mainstay in global tours and festivals for decades.
Procom is a leading GCC and Middle East distributor
of professional audio and lighting equipment. The
company offers project and product support resources
across the region from its state-of-the-art showroom
and demo space in Dubai and has a service centre that
will help administer Adamson’s factory warranty.
“In Procom we found the ideal partner for Adamson,”
noted Jasper Ravesteijn, Adamson’s EMEA sales
director. “Initially, we began working with Procom for
Saudi Arabia. Their professional attitude and limitless
enthusiasm made us expand the partnership to

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM

considered “one of the most advanced and versatile
in the industry”, relying on both amplitude and time
localization so objects are clearly perceived in their
intended position.
“Adamson has strong brand recognition among
audio professionals in the region. This potential can
be unlocked with hands-on product demonstration,
support, training, and, last but not least, product
availability. We intend to deliver exactly that,” said Rami
Harfouch, business development manager, Procom.
Kiran Tauro, Adamson Education and Applications
Engineer for the Middle East, Africa, and Turkey will be
working closely with Procom on training, design, and
system implementation.
Adamson

Simplicity at its best
Challenging environments demand greater control.
Pushing the limits of reliable performance, our
complete video wall control solutions manage
control room applications at any size, whether
monitoring traffic, process control or security
surveillance.
We make life easier for system integrators whilst
enabling control room operators to focus on their
core objectives.

Datapath. Engineering the
world's best visual solutions.
www.datapath.co.uk
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Powersoft X Series
Drives SuperiorQuality Audio at
Home Stadium of
Chonburi FC
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considerations) was part of an ongoing upgrade of
the 13-year-old stadium’s facilities that also included
improved lighting, new seats and a re-turfed grass
pitch.
Tasked with improving intelligibility for both speech
and music, SI Asavasopon used Modeler and
Auditioner software by Bose Professional (of which
Asavasopon is the Thai distributor) to design a new

THAILAND: Powersoft’s crossover X Series amplifier
platform is powering a 40-box speaker system
providing crystal-clear sound at the newly refurbished

sound system that would deliver clarity and volume
across all Chonburi Stadium’s 8,600 seats.

Chonburi Stadium in eastern Thailand.

“To the stadium owners, the sound quality in the

Chonburi Stadium was built in 2009 to host the 39th

clarity,” said Phaisal Asavasopon, president of the

Thailand National Games and is now home to the
Thai League 1 football team Chonburi FC. Nicknamed
the “Sharks”, Chonburi FC plays both domestic and
international home fixtures on the grounds which
is located around 50 miles east of, the Thai capital,

stadium is crucial, both in terms of loudness and
Asavasopon Co. Ltd, explaining the brief given to
the SI. “The quality of the communications providing
information to spectators was considered particularly
important.”

Bangkok.

The chosen set-up pairs 40 units of Bose’s ArenaMatch

The replacement of the original audio system (the

X4 DSP + Dante amplifiers. The SI also made use

choice of equipment having been driven by budget

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM

loudspeakers with six high-performance Powersoft
of Powersoft’s intuitive ArmoníaPlus control and
monitoring software, which is fully integrated with the

NEWS
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X Series, to fine-tune the newly installed system. The

representatives were “overwhelmingly enthusiastic”,

system is completed by a Midas M32R Live console

reported Phaisal Asavasopon, with the new audio

and four Electro-Voice ND86 wireless microphones.

system “far exceeding expectations of the sound
quality”, especially with regards to the money spent.

Designed for both touring and install applications, the
Powersoft X Series – comprising the four-channel X4

“We are delighted to have worked with our Thai

and eight-channel X8 – combines superb audio quality

partners on this once-in-a-generation project to create

with complete loudspeaker management, including

Thailand’s best-sounding stadium,” commented

a fully featured DSP, in a single, lightweight 1u unit.

Powersoft’s APAC sales manager consultant, Arthur

The X4 also integrates a worldwide-compatible three-

Soh. “It is great to hear the X Series doing what it does

phrase power supply and, in the DSP + Dante version

best: delivering powerful, reliable, high-quality sound

installed at Chonburi Stadium, a 16-in/eight-out

that meets the demanding requirements of a world-

redundant Dante connection for maximum flexibility.

leading venue.”

When the refurbished Chonburi Stadium was handed

Powersoft

over to the city by Asavasopon, local government
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With extensive experience
in designing and installing
sound systems in houses
of worship in Bangkok
and throughout Thailand,
local system integrator
Music Space Co., Ltd.
was an obvious choice
for the job. And for Music
Space, NEXO was the
obvious loudspeaker
brand of choice.
“Our partners Music
Space think highly of
NEXO’s technology,
sound quality and the
comprehensive range
of products available”
reported Manatchaya

NEXO Spreads the
Word in Bangkok
Church

Vanno (Nan), marketing manager at Fuzion Far East

THAILAND: Established 100 years ago in Wattana

The system at Wattana Church includes two clusters

Wittayalai School, Wattana Presbyterian Church
moved to its current location in the centre of the
Thai capital in 1958. This large and busy church sees
worshippers coming together for a range of events and
activities with music almost always at the heart of the
celebration.
So, when the church decided to upgrade its audio
technology, it was clear that the installer would have to
specify a versatile and powerful new system, capable
of handling everything from spoken word to live music
with clear and even coverage throughout the venue.

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM

the NEXO distributor in Thailand. “Particularly flexible
and adaptable is NEXO’s NXAMPMK2 combined
amplifier and controller, which is easy to deploy in any
application.”

of 6 x ultra-compact GEO M6 line array elements,
complemented by a pair of LS18 subs on the floor.
ID14s are used as infills, and amplification and
processing come from 2 x NEXO NXAMP4X1MK2
powered controllers.
“Everyone immediately appreciates the power of the
NEXO system” concluded Nan. “But more compelling
is how it affects the emotions of the congregation,
which comes from NEXO’s unique voice.”
NEXO

N OVEMBER 20 2 2
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The China Philharmonic Orchestra, led by conductor Yu Long, was presented in pristine audio quality of L-Acoustics Kara II.

L-Acoustics Fulfills
World-Class Audio
Requirements of
New Silk Road

Chanba Poly Theatre and a smaller multi-function hall
are designated facilities within the complex for staging
performances and have been fitted with L-Acoustics
audio systems.
“The goal for the Poly Theatre was to possess the
most modern system configuration in China. As a

CHINA: At the beginning of the famed silk road, Xi’an
City in Central China is home to two of UNESCO’s
World Heritage sites and several of China’s most
prestigious universities. The recently opened Xi’an Silk
Road International Cultural Arts Centre was conceived
as a cultural exchange and exhibition centre for literary
and artistic work between China and the 149 countries
along the Belt and Road Initiative trade route. The
complex spans 150,000 square metres and comprises

cultural centre along the new ‘Silk Road,’ we needed
it to reach a leading standard in technology to meet
the requirements of large-scale performances from
around the world,” said Jin Ruidong, head of Stage
Technology at Xi’an Chanba Poly Theatre.
The larger Xi’an Chanba Poly Theatre was designed by
Zhao Yuanchao, chief architect of the China Northwest
Architecture Design and Research Institute, to host

a theatre, a multi-purpose hall, and an art gallery.

performances ranging from concerts, plays, musicals,

Across the sprawling complex, facilities have been

and distributor Rightway Audio Consultants (RAC)

fitted with some of the most comprehensive and
modern technical equipment to display Chinese
cultural arts and host art and cultural performances
from around the globe. The 1,500-capacity Xi’an

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM

and Chinese opera. L-Acoustics certified provider
designed and installed an LCR main system of 10 x
L-Acoustics Kara II per array to ensure optimal sound
coverage in the elegant-looking hall.
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Two stacks of 4 x SB18 subwoofers were placed

each side provided front-fill and X12 boxes are used as

on either side of the stage below the LR main arrays

stage monitors. The systems in both halls are driven

to provide low-end reinforcement, while a pair of

by LA4X amplified controllers, with DiGiCo SD5 and

L-Acoustics X12 on both sides of the stage front

S21 mixing consoles in the theatre and multi-function

are deployed as out-fills. Further X12, both fixed

hall, respectively.

and mobile, are used for stage monitoring. Five 5XT
coaxial enclosures provide stage lip fill. Surrounding

Recently, the Xi’an Chanba Poly Theatre hosted a

the horseshoe-shaped audience seating area, X8 were

full-capacity crowd for the premier of the China

placed around each of the three theatre floors as

Philharmonic Orchestra’s tone poem “A Panorama

surround fills.

of Rivers and Mountains”. The musical piece by
composer Zhao Lin was presented in pristine audio

In the smaller multi-function hall, the main system

quality, setting a precedence for the kind of world-class

comprises two hangs of 4 x L-Acoustics ARCS Focus.

productions and performances the Xi’an Silk Road

The low end is provided by two ground-stacked SB18

International Cultural Arts Centre aspires to deliver.

subwoofers below each array. Here as well, an X8 on

L-Acoustics
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After careful consideration,
experienced AV consultant and
integrator Sounin Development GP
Co., Ltd of Phnom Penh was engaged
to design, supply, and install the
system. After consultation with leading
distribution partner Fast Technologies,
AV engineer Sounin Chann chose a
variety of HH Electronics loudspeakers
to meet the comprehensive brief.
HH TNi-W6 6.5-inch passive surface
mount wall speakers featured
prominently, with 32 units installed
across four rooms on level 8, with

US$14 Million Police
HQ Outfitted with
HH Electronics
Loudspeakers by
Sounin Development
CAMBODIA: The inauguration of the new

a further 8 each for the International Meeting and
Conference Rooms respectively on levels 9 and 10. A
total of 100 x 8-inch HH TNi-W8 surface mount wall
speakers covered rooms on 5 floors (20 per floor) with
the scheme completed by the deployment of 100 x HH
TNi-C8 8-inch ceiling speakers across a further 5 floors
(20 per floor).
Ian Wright, global sales director for HH Electronics,
was impressed. Noting, "Sounin Development

administrative headquarters for the Phnom Penh

supported by Fast Technologies completed great

Municipal Police Commissariat took place recently in

work for this large and very important project. We're

the Cambodian capital. The Deputy Prime Minister,

delighted and proud of the fact that almost two-

senators and members of the National Assembly

hundred and fifty HH loudspeakers were deployed at

were all present to see the culmination of a three-year

what is a very prestigious new site. The installation

project to deliver the ten-storey construction, which

demonstrates the extent to which our surface mount

was completed for US$14 million. Comprising multiple

and ceiling speaker ranges are a go-to product

rooms across 20,000 square feet, the facility required

for schemes that require easy-to-install, versatile,

high-quality audio reinforcement for its many meeting

powerful, professional-level reinforcement at a very

and conference spaces, which include designated

competitive cost."

International Meeting and Conference Rooms.
HH Electronics
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Picturall™ Mark II Media Servers
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Outstanding performance for large-scale events and installations.

Picture © St. Louis Aquarium (USA)
Grand Lobby created by DE-ZYN studios

Introducing Analog Way’s next generation of Linux-based media servers: the

Picturall™ Mark II

series, engineered around a new, extremely robust and powerful professional hardware platform.
P Rock-solid reliability
P Modular design with extensive I/O capabilities
P Uncompressed image sequence playback up to 8K@60Hz 10-bit
P Media playback performance up to 16K@60Hz
P High-performance storage and networking
P Multi-channel audio processing compatible with Dante™
P Easy setup and control
www.analogway.com

info@analogway.com
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Brandon Holden, CEO of iOffice + SpaceIQ, will serve
as CEO of Eptura. Paul Statham, founder and CEO of
Condeco, joins Eptura’s board of directors and will
continue working with Thoma Bravo.
“With the proliferation of hybrid work, there is an unmet
need for technology solutions that enable businesses
to adapt to the changing needs of the workplace,” said
Brandon Holden, CEO of Eptura. “By combining the
power of our expertise and products, Eptura provides
a comprehensive solution for business leaders who
recognize the importance of keeping people at the
centre of the workplace of the future. I couldn’t be

Condeco and iOffice
+ SpaceIQ Merge
to Create Leading
Worktech Software
Solution

more excited to lead Eptura as we deliver on our
mission to empower the workplace of tomorrow.”
With a total addressable market of $25 billion, Eptura’s
combined solutions bring the collective knowledge,
depth of experience and comprehensive portfolio
of more than nine products together to meet the
challenges of the global workplace with a unified
technology experience. Eptura’s solutions can be easily

GLOBAL: Thoma Bravo, a leading software
investment firm, has announced the merger of
Condeco, the global provider of workspace scheduling
software, and iOffice + SpaceIQ, the global workplace

integrated into any workplace and offer an extended
ecosystem of partnerships – providing the most
adaptable solution.

and asset management company, to create Eptura.

The combined company’s new brand reflects its

The modern workplace is rapidly evolving, and

needs of the modern employer and hybrid workplace.

businesses are demanding new worktech solutions
that make adapting to the future of work easier for
everyone. This strategic combination creates a global
worktech leader that provides software solutions to
power the modern workplace. The merger follows
previously announced investments in Condeco and
iOffice + SpaceIQ by Thoma Bravo and JMI Equity, who
will remain the primary investors in Eptura. Terms of
the transaction were not disclosed.

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM

unique ability to strategically respond to the dynamic
Eptura stands for ‘the epicentre of the future at work’,
underscoring the company’s ability to accelerate the
development of new worktech solutions and enhance
the user experience.
“This combination ushers in the next generation of
workplace technology by unifying the best-of-breed
software across asset management, integrated
workplace management systems and workplace

NEWS
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experience solutions,” said Paul Statham. “Bringing

base spanning more than 16,000 of the world’s leading

together two exceptional teams with unmatched

companies.

product suites, Eptura is poised to build upon the
leadership of Condeco and iOffice + SpaceIQ by

“We have been lucky enough to be partners to both

accelerating the joint development of new worktech

iOffice + SpaceIQ and Condeco for over a year now,

and unlocking even more possibilities for our

and combining these two great companies creates

customers and offering wider opportunities for global

the clear category leader for the modern workplace,”

growth.”

concluded A.J. Rohde, a senior partner at Thoma
Bravo. “The level of innovation the company can drive

With large regional offices in London, UK and

for customers will be very exciting, and we are thrilled

Melbourne, Australia, Eptura has over 1,000 employees

for Eptura to begin that journey.”

across the globe, 16.3 million users and a customer
Eptura

  

DICENTIS Flush
Bosch adds modular product range with installation
convenience to its IP-based conference portfolio
▶ Attractive, modular flushmounted design allows easy
system scalability with the
option of cost-saving dualseat setups with microphone
sharing

▶ Offers installation
convenience by using
existing IP-infrastructure and
Power-over-Ethernet (PoE),
and by sharing a similar
footprint as Bosch DCN
devices

▶ Delivers best-in-class user
experience – superior
audio quality and large
microphone button design
with possible-to-speak
indication
For more information visit boschsecurity.com
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(L-R) Hyunryang Shin, CEO and Founder of Tongsuh Technology with Glenn Lin of Adam Hall Group.

Adam Hall Group
Extends Global Sales
Network with New
Exclusive Distributor
of Cameo

Hyunryang, president and founder of Tongsuh
Technology Co. Ltd. “In consideration of the market
and demand diversification, Cameo is an excellent
match for our portfolio. We anticipate significant
growth in the Korean market in the future, given the
size of the company, product reliability, members’
enthusiasm, and investment in new products.”
Glenn Lin, business development manager APAC,

SOUTH KOREA: The Adam Hall Group continues to
expand its international sales network with Tongsuh
Technology Co. Ltd, an event technology provider
with more than 25 years of experience in the field of
professional lighting and stage technology. Tongsuh
is one of the leading distributors in South Korea and,
with immediate effect, will take over the exclusive

Adam Hall Group , concluded: “With Tongsuh, we
have an experienced distribution partner for the
rental and fixed installation market with an excellent
network. Tongsuh brings an impressive list of
references, whether it’s in theatres, event centres,
TV/broadcasting, or in the field of education. We are
looking forward to the future cooperation and the first

distribution of Cameo products in the country.

Cameo reference projects in Korea.”

“We are very pleased to form a partnership with

Cameo

Cameo and the Adam Hall Group,” noted Shin
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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20 2 2 LASER PROJECTORS
HIGH
BRIGHTNESS

EB-PU2213B/EB-PU2216B/EB-PU2220B

THE WORLD’S
SMALLEST AND LIGHTEST
*
20,000 LUMENS 3LCD PROJECTOR

Going smaller for bigger efficiency and savings
Going small can make a big difference with the EB-PU2220B–the world’s smallest
and lightest 20,000lm 3LCD projector*. It is a whopping 64 percent smaller than its
predecessor, the EB-L20000UNL.
The PU2200 series projectors are also equipped with a revolutionary 4-in-1 laser package
that delivers lumens of equal white and colour brightness in a compact, lightweight
chassis that makes them stackable, saving you space while offering flexible installation
options and increased transportability.

Compatible with NFC functions for easy set up
Projector settings can be easily set up and
configured using NFC wireless communications
technology via the Epson Projector Config Tool.

Compact designs save resources
The compact and lightweight design of these
projectors require less storage space and offer
more savings on transport and warehousing costs.

*As of June 2022 available in the market. Only applicable to EB-PU2220B projector. 20,000lm in accordance with ISO 21118. Main unit without lens.

Outstanding image quality fit for the big stage
This high lumens, 3LCD projector offers WUXGA
resolution with 4K enhancement and HDR for
rich textures and sharper images, enabling you to
deliver engaging and immersive visual experiences
and meetings.
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it easier for people to create and operate systems

Audinate, Yamaha,
and Bolin Unify
Communications
with Dante AV

that better meet their needs,” said Joshua Rush, chief

GLOBAL: Underscoring the preeminence of Dante

help overcome challenges with implementation,

AV as the interoperable, scalable, actionable backbone
for unified communications, Audinate, Bolin and
Yamaha have come together to offer a single system
that couples Yamaha’s ADECIA Conferencing
systems with Bolin’s high-performing 4K and Full HD
Dante AV-native PTZ cameras, to provide systems
integrators and end-users with a system to create
collaboration spaces with perfectly-timed audio and

marketing officer, Audinate.
Yamaha ADECIA is a family of audio products
designed to be easily installed and integrated to
provide communications solutions for meeting
spaces or classroom audio. The ADECIA solutions
configuration and room acoustics by providing all
components required for a successful installation
(microphones, speakers, audio processor and switch)
and automatic technologies that reduce set-up time,
costs and complexities. The system offers three
microphone options - ceiling, wired tabletop and
wireless.

video on one network switch.

Commenting on the solution, Michelle Baeza,

“This collaboration with Yamaha and Bolin highlights

Communications explained, “The combined impact of

the power of Dante AV and its ability to unite incredible
technology partners in a way that ultimately makes

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM

director of strategic partnerships at Yamaha Unified
proven experts on audio, video, transport and control
coming together to offer one comprehensive UC
system is something integrators and end-users have

NEWS
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asked for and which we can now deliver upon with

provide perfectly-timed video and audio for a scalable,

this partnership. Yamaha and Audinate’s long-standing

dependable, collaborative, and enhanced UC solution.”

relationship is even further bonded with new offerings
focused around this latest technology and Bolin’s

Bolin’s D Series Dante AV PTZ cameras, the D412

unique Dante AV cameras.”

4K60 and D220 Full HD, provide uncompromised
video quality with extremely low latency and AV

Echoing this sentiment, Jennifer Lee, director of sales,

synchronization. The D Series Dante AV cameras offer

Bolin noted, “Our native Dante AV cameras combine

high-quality, rich colour images with quiet and smooth

the power and simplicity of Dante networks with best-

Pan, Tilt, and Zoom capability. These high-performing

in-class PTZ performance and image quality. The D412

cameras are fully compatible with all existing Dante

and D220, paired with the Yamaha ADECIA system,

audio and video systems.
Audinate/Dante AV
laptop will be shared in the Teams meetings.
Moreover, the integration of Yealink and AMX
allows users to control not only the camera on the
Yealink MTouch II but also the lighting and room
temperature.
“The partnership between Yealink and AMX
brings users a simpler and more friendly meeting
experience,” said Alvin Liao, vice president of
product at Yealink. “The integration enables meeting

w

participants to focus on engaging with each other,

Yealink and AMX
Deliver a Quality
Teams Meeting
Experience
GLOBAL: With the combination of Yealink’s

not adjusting the devices.”
AMX is excited to combine AMX control systems
and Yealink's Teams Rooms devices for a new level
of capability without adding unnecessary complexity.
"Solving for the complexities of room control is a
shared goal of AMX and Yealink's, so integrating
our respective technologies make for the perfect

Microsoft Teams Rooms system and AMX by

collaboration to give users an easier way to interface

HARMAN’s devices including central controllers,

in the meeting room environment," concluded Jamie

video switchers and HydraPort connectivity

Trader, vice president, video and control, HARMAN

solutions, meeting attendees can enjoy a simple

Professional Solutions.
Yealink

switch between table inputs to determine which

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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“Establishments of all types require
audio systems that are simple to
install, integrate, and configure to
improve audio performance and
create experiences that connect with
guests,” said Tom Lureman, product
manager at AtlasIED. “The new RTI
driver aligns with our core foundation

AtlasIED and RTI
Collaborate to
Help Integrators
Enhance Customer
Experiences

for developing Atmosphere;
specifically, to offer a simple way
for integrators and users to create memorable
experiences for guests and staff in any environment.”
The control module permits RTI control panel
integration with Atmosphere and enables customers
to route audio signals through a single user interface
within an establishment or to multiple zones within
a space. The control panel will include native

GLOBAL: To demonstrate a commitment to
enhancing the customer experience, AtlasIED and RTI
have announced RTI control platform compatibility
with AtlasIED’s Atmosphere audio processing and
control system. The companies collaborated to create
a control module specifically to enable RTI customers
to manage Atmosphere directly through the RTI
control and automation system.
Ideally suited for hospitality, education, house of
worship, retail, and other commercial environments,
Atmosphere harnesses touchless control, automation
and artificial intelligence to simplify the installation,
customization, and operation of digital audio systems.
With the new control integration, RTI customers
can now integrate, identify, and control Atmosphere
products through the same RTI interface—on
touchpanels, keypads, and mobile devices—that
controls and automates the rest of the facility.

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM

Atmosphere audio controls including sources and
volume and will also include a microphone input, such
as for in-house announcements or to connect music
from a DJ. RTI customers will automatically have
access to the Atmosphere module in the RTI driver
library and it can also be downloaded from the RTI
dealer portal.
“Integrating the Atmosphere audio ecosystem into
the RTI control platform has been a priority request
from RTI integrators,” said RTI product management
director, Neal Ellsworth. “RTI and Atmosphere elevate
the control and audio experience in any commercial
setting, from retail to hospitality, and we are excited to
launch the new driver that integrates Atmosphere with
RTI.”
AtlasIED/Atmosphere
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For China’s Innovation-Driven Market
In just two years, the world has been epically transformed. Businesses are readier than
ever before to embrace new technologies and opportunities. The technology industry is
introducing new products and solutions at a faster pace. Cutting-edge innovations are
constantly being developed, perpetually redefining the future marketplace. And Beijing
InfoComm China is where the world meets to discover it all.
This year, the action begins not just at the Show. Purposeful solution-seekers can search
up, engage and book meetings with relevant exhibitors even before the event. Cut to the
chase and dive straight into deeper, more meaningful conversations at the Show. Spend
valuable time saved exploring other products and solutions on the show floor.

Scan QR Code to
Discover Solutions for
Your Business Now

Pre-register your visit and
receive a list of solution providers
that match your needs!
www.infocomm-china.com

New Dates
Organized by:
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video collaboration room
kits makes choosing the
right hardware simple –
the individual packages
can be customized to any
environment, and each
works seamlessly with the
software application of
choice.”
While current all-in-one
display solutions can
be tempting, they can
also be limiting, lack

Avocor and
Logitech Partner for
Interactive Video
Collaboration in
Multi-Size Meeting
Rooms

the best performance possible, and, as one size,

GLOBAL: Avocor has announced the launch of

components without replacing the entire room

its new CollabTouch interactive room collaboration
solution. CollabTouch fuses the interactive power of
Avocor E and G series displays with the collaborative
strength of Logitech meeting room peripherals. The
result is an all-in-one technology solution that delivers
equitable, interactive, virtual meeting experiences
regardless of room size.
“The current popularity of hybrid working has made
team collaboration the foundation of ongoing business
success,” said Dana Corey, SVP and GM at Avocor.
“For this reason, having a meeting room equipped to
deliver a great experience for remote and in-person
attendees is essential for full participant engagement.
Our new CollabTouch solution powered by Logitech
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM

doesn't always fit all. Together, Avocor and Logitech's
modular interactive video collaboration solution
offers the flexibility to tailor display installation to
the specifications of each room. That commitment
to customisation powers CollabTouch and enables
teams to take a nimbler approach to setting up
meeting spaces.
The freedom to re-purpose gear and swap
kit extends the value of Avocor and Logitech’s
joint solution. And because a single cable powers
CollabTouch, the solution can be easily deployed in
a wide range of spaces. This allows end-users to
migrate, rearrange, or modify hardware to make the
most of any space.
“It’s challenging to make brainstorming equitable
for everyone when a significant portion of the team
is remote," noted Sudeep Trivedi, head of alliances
and go-to-market at Logitech. "Our integration with
CollabTouch offers a flexible and simple solution to
address this need, and our long-standing partnership
with Avocor simplifies the use and deployment of
interactive collaboration solutions in meeting spaces.”

NEWS
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Organizations can select from seven room

small, medium, and large rooms. Users also benefit

configurations, depending on room size. Each

from advanced audio engineering that provides robust,

configuration is supported with an Avocor E or G

room-filling sound and AI sound optimization that

Series display and includes Logitech Rally Bar for

ensures every voice is heard. RightSight 2 auto-framing

medium/large rooms or Logitech Rally Bar Mini for

technology offers multiple viewing options to highlight

small/medium rooms. Rally Bar and Rally Bar Mini are

the active speaker or capture everyone in the room,

all-in-one video bars that easily attach and connect

creating a more equitable meeting experience for

to the Avocor display via a proprietary, unified cable,

everyone in the meeting.

including HDMI, USB and Ethernet connectivity, and
mount to the CollabTouch display. The joint solution

Easy to use and easy to install, Avocor CollabTouch

supports all popular UC platforms.

and Logitech Video Collaboration provide an out-of-thebox collaboration solution suitable for every meeting

Designed for deployment at scale, Logitech’s Rally
Bar and Rally Bar Mini feature optical zoom and an
AI Viewfinder to deliver fluid, 4k cinematic video in

room.
Avocor

the growing business and expand capabilities and
operations in both regions.
“Under Markus’ leadership over the past six years,
Q-SYS has significantly increased its business in
EMEA, APAC and SAARC by building high-performing
and talented sales and support teams and expanding
its footprint with headquarters in Europe and Asia
as well as seven regional offices,” said Joe Pham,
chairman and CEO, QSC. “These efforts have been

Markus Winkler
Promoted to Q-SYS
Executive Vice
President of EMEA
and APAC Regions

instrumental to better serve customers and partners
in these regions, and I look forward to the continued
expansion of Q-SYS in key markets as we become a
truly multi-national business.”
“I am incredibly proud of our team who has worked
tirelessly these past six years to bolster the strength
of the Q-SYS brand in EMEA and APAC,” concluded
Winkler. “I am confident in the business strategy and

EMEA/APAC: Markus Winkler has been promoted
to executive vice president, EMEA and APAC at Q-SYS.
In this new role, Winkler will continue to manage

look forward to riding this wave of momentum as
we continue to proliferate Q-SYS and its innovative
technology and partnerships.”
Q-SYS
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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ETC Gears Install in
New VSA Performing
Arts Centre

NO V E M BE R 2022

extracurricular activities and improving the quality of
education. A complete set of ETC products, including
rigging and luminaires, were installed at the site.
Lighting fixtures, acoustic panels, LED displays, and
curtains are all highly accessible thanks to the 18
rigging hoists, which include the Prodigy P1 Series,

HONG KONG: A new performing arts centre that
can accommodate over 1,100 people and provides
greater chances for students interested in the
performing arts was recently unveiled by the Victoria
Shanghai Academy (VSA). The Performing Arts
Centre is equipped with modern lighting and rigging
technology from ETC as well as a top-notch sound and

Prodigy P75, and Prodigy Flypipe Studio. While
the foundation desk ensures centralized, safe, and
portable control of all hoists in the venue.
The Source Four LED Series 2 Lustr luminaires'
x7 Color System enables the student designers to
produce a rich, deep colour that elicits powerful

display system.

reactions from the audience and improves the calibre

VSA is an IB (International Baccalaureate) school

to sophisticated, professional, and premium-class

located in the Southern part of Hong Kong. Dedicated
to developing passionate, healthy and accomplished
bilingual learners who are globally engaged, the school
provides over 2,000 students with quality bilingual IB
education and a high-quality learning environment for

of the performances. Students now have easy access
theatrical lighting technology, which ultimately helps to
promote art and culture at VSA and in the community.
ETC representatives noted that the company was
“proud to be selected as part of the meaningful art-

students to explore their talents.

nurturing journey in the education industry.”

The new VSA is dedicated to fostering students'

ETC

interest in art and culture by participating in a range of
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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Fira Barcelona | Gran Vía
31 Jan - 3 Feb 2023

Your
Immersive
Experience
LEARN MORE!

ISE is the world’s leading show for
professional audiovisual integration.
Discover the latest AV solutions that
deliver unforgettable experiences.
A joint venture
partnership of

Get your FREE TICKET!
Register with code: entertaintech
iseurope.org
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our 1400-seater The Axis Auditorium. Our programme
ranges from small-scale musicals to contemporary
live band concerts. We chose to add three more Eurus
Profile fixtures because we consider them to be great
value for money considering the excellent performance
they give. Also, we know Ayrton to be a reputable
brand and we have received consistently good postsales and technical support from TSM for many years.”
In this instance, the Eurus Profile fixtures are mounted
on a flybar 9m above centre stage to provide extra
lighting effects and to complement the Church’s four

Hope Church
Increases Inventory
with “Great Value for
Money” Ayrton Eurus
Profile

existing Eurus Profile units.
“Eurus Profile works perfectly for us in the church
environment, because of its versatility and the benefit
of it having all the feature sets required for either a
profile spot or a wash fixture. They are exactly what we
need and perform really well. We decided on a repeat
order of these fixtures because we found them very
easy to set up and very powerful,” continued Yeoh. “We

SINGAPORE: Hope Church in Singapore has
received a shipment of Ayrton’s Eurus Profile
luminaires through the company’s exclusive distributor,
Total Solution Marketing(TSM). The new fixtures will
complement the Church’s existing stock of Eurus
Profile which was first purchased in 2021.
Part of Ayrton’s 6 Series, Eurus Profile is its first
multi-function profile luminaire to be launched under
the new SLIM-21 TM programme for miniaturising
fixtures and reducing their weight and boasts optics
specifically developed for applications requiring
perfect image reproduction.

particularly like the intense output which is maintained
even when adding the prisms or any of the plethora
of gobos. We were impressed by the range of gobo,
prism and animation wheel options which we can use
to match our motion graphics video LED wall, and
found them easy to manipulate in real-time to suit the
atmosphere of the event.
“We are excited and grateful to Hope Church with their
repeat investment, for trusting and acknowledging
the quality and performance of Ayrton Eurus Profile,”
commented Terence Yee, from TSM. “We are thankful
to see more Ayrton fixtures in the local House of
Worship community.”

Steven Yeoh, technical director at Hope Church,
explained why the Church decided to increase its
inventory and how the fixtures will be used: “Hope
Church Singapore organises various events within

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM

Total Solution Marketing/Ayrton Eurus Profile
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The luxury of complete control.

ETC’s flagship line of lighting control consoles offers a
sleek control interface engineered for your comfort and
customization. With generous programming surfaces and
the power to run complex rigs, Eos Apex is the ultimate
hands-on, professional workspace – powered by the
ultimate control platform.

etcconnect.com/Eos

visual environment technologies | etcconnect.com
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© Bryan van der Beek, Courtesy of Esplanade ñ Theatres on the Bay.

Singtel Waterfront
Theatre Equipped
with Flexible d&b
audiotechnik Sound
System
SINGAPORE: Singapore’s highly anticipated Singtel
Waterfront Theatre at Esplanade – Theatres on the
Bay offers a much-needed mid-size, flexible space that
can be used for a wide range of productions. Hailed as
a “black box theatre on steroids,” it is filled with highend technology, including a configurable sound system
from d&b audiotechnik.
The Singtel Waterfront Theatre is part of Singapore’s
national performing arts centre and it fills the gap
between the complex’s larger auditorium and studio
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM

spaces. Situated prominently along the Esplanade
Waterfront, the new theatre can accommodate up to
611 people in its traditional proscenium theatre endon setting and up to 700 standing in a flat floor setting
and can be re-jigged into six different configurations.
With such flexibility achieved, it is suitable for a diverse
range of programmes, from theatre and musicals to
circus acts and operas.
Some of Esplanade’s other venues are already
installed with d&b audiotechnik systems including
the Esplanade Outdoor Theatre, which previously had
J-Series for more than a decade, and now has two
A-Series cabinets flown horizontal arrays as main leftright, and four KSL-SUB subwoofers flown left-right.
In the Esplanade Concert Hall, d&b C-Series has been
installed since the doors opened and are still in play
today.

NEWS
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The Esplanade Co Ltd’s Head of Sound, Ed Ferguson,

Ferguson. “d&b came out on top. Having invested

said that the new theatre needed an adaptable,

in d&b systems in our other venues, I knew we’d be

flexible sound solution which could be simply re-

making the right choice as they have a strong support

configured as the seating, staging and sets changed.

team in Singapore too.”

Working with d&b Singapore’s Gareth Kelbrick and
the in-house audio team, he designed a system that

Ferguson and his team are using the d&b DS100

focused on a standard left-centre-right loudspeaker

mainly as a matrix and loudspeaker management

system, comprising three drops of 3 x d&b A-Series

tool but in the future, productions will be presented

arrays as its main hang. 8 x d&b Y10P loudspeakers

at the Singtel Waterfront Theatre with a full d&b

are in-situ to be deployed in various ways, depending

Soundscape system. One of the first productions to

on the configuration of the theatre. In addition, four

do this was Infinitely Closer by The Human Expression

d&b V-SUB subwoofers – two flown left-right and two

(T.H.E) Dance Company. Created by T.H.E founder

as part of the ground stack and there are 4 x d&b E8

and choreographer Kuik Swee Boon, the production

loudspeakers in place for front fills on the balcony

included 3D sound and 3D video projection, with d&b

area. The system is driven by 8 x d&b 40D amplifiers

Soundscape and the DS100 at the core of the system

and controlled by a d&b DS100 Signal Engine.

to immerse audiences in a 360-degree environment.

“We went through a thorough evaluation process to

“It’s great to have that additional processing and

find the right audio solution for the space, taking into

control headroom as part of our system, ready for

account not only how it sounds, but also how easy

when we need to use it for incoming productions,”

the system was to re-configure and manage,” said

Ferguson concluded.
d&b audiotechnik
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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Businesses
Requiring FutureProof Meeting
Spaces Fuel
100% Growth
for DisplayNote
Launcher
GLOBAL: DisplayNote has announced that Launcher,
its popular call and app launcher for meeting rooms,
has achieved a 100% year-on-year increase in sales.
This significant growth reflects the evolving nature of
hybrid working and the increased demand for remote
collaboration and video conferencing interoperability.
Launcher works with Microsoft Teams, Zoom, Webex,
BlueJeans, GoToMeeting, and Google Meet - meaning
companies aren’t vendor locked into one UC vendor
when it comes to starting calls in meeting spaces.
The Northern Irish company has experienced great
success with the call and app Launcher across both

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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the public and private sectors. The product is currently
used by the likes of Etsy, Johnson and Johnson,
WHO, and Greater Manchester Combined Authority, to
improve communications and create a better meeting
room experience for all staff.
“We’re seeing more demand for flexibility and
accessibility in the meeting spaces,” commented Ed
Morgan, DisplayNote’s COO. “Employees became
familiar with launching calls from lots of different
providers from their laptops during the pandemic, and
they want the same experience now they’re back in the
office. As a result, organisations are thinking seriously
about how they can facilitate a better employee
experience in these spaces, without compromising on
security - and Launcher helps them achieve this.”
To support this demand, DisplayNote has also
developed a new Partnership Programme to provide
Channel Partners with a valuable package of
benefits and resources. New partners will be joining
DisplayNote’s list of existing OEM partners, which
includes global brands like Dell, Avocor, Lifesize,
Magewell, and Clevertouch.
DisplayNote/Launcher
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Porotech
Announces GameChanging MicroLED
Development
GLOBAL: Porotech is pioneering the next generation

33

in Silicon Valley, with the DPT technology winning
‘Best Prototype’ at the 2022 Display Week industry
gathering.
MicroLEDs represent the only viable solution for the
future of display technology, offering myriad benefits
such as improved brightness, energy efficiency,
contrast ratio, longer device lifetimes, along with

of displays by using a single microLED diode for all

greater pixel densities and resolutions. Porotech’s all-

colours, moving away from the constraints of the

in-one pixel technology allows microLEDs to achieve

RGB (red-green-blue) sub-pixel model that underpins

unparalleled commercial viability, removing the

all current commercial display technologies.

reliance on RGB altogether - a cumbersome approach

Porotech’s innovation lies in its game-changing

dating back to the days of cathode-ray tube (CRT)

DynamicPixelTuning (DPT) technology.

displays.

By using a new class of Gallium Nitride materials, DPT

Porotech’s CEO and co-Founder Dr Tongtong Zhu

enables a single microLED chip to produce any visible

said: “The world’s first full colour and all-in-one

colour. The material that underpins DPT, PoroGaN,

microLED display is a monumental achievement by

allows a modulated current to be leveraged to emit

Porotech. Mass-produced microLEDs will be pivotal

visible light covering the entire colour spectrum on a

for the future of displays, particularly the emerging

single microLED chip. Among the colours it can emit, a

AR and VR spaces. Our technology has solved a

DPT microLED can achieve a pure white colour from a

fundamental technical and engineering problem facing

single pixel.

microLED display quality, manufacturability, and—most
importantly—system integration.”

DPT’s potential is game-changing for the display
industry at large. By removing the need for RGB

“This doesn’t just herald widespread adoption of

sub-pixels, DPT allows a microLED-driven display to

consumer-grade MR, VR, and AR. In fact, DPT also

increase overall pixel density fourfold. As a result,

offers radical improvements in TV, signage, and

DPT can produce substantial gains in resolution,

smart wearables in both consumer and professional

brightness and efficiency for every type of display. This

contexts. By allowing pixels to move beyond RGB and

breakthrough is of particular interest for small form

quadrupling the resolution of any given display, DPT is

factor displays that demand high resolutions, such as

set to unlock new uses for displays in every segment

AR and VR displays, as well as wearable tech.

of society.”

According to a market report from Grand View

Porotech

Research, the global AR market size is expected to
grow by 40.9% a year from 2022 to 2030. Porotech
is already making waves in the AR industry, including
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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Electronics, and understands the unique challenges
and priorities for integrators in Australia and New
Zealand.
“I’m energized to join Visionary. They are at the
forefront of AV over IP development and constantly
looking to expand and improve solutions that
accelerate ultra-low latency distribution for the
professional AV industry,” said Ericson. “Australia and
New Zealand are a rapidly-growing region. The focus
on audiovisual technology has never been stronger
and it’s an exciting time for Visionary to solve many of
the unique challenges that customers in the region are

Jack Ericson
Appointed by
Visionary to
Strengthen Company
Presence in Rapidly
Growing Region
AUSTRALASIA: AV/IP technologies manufacturer

facing. In my new role, I look forward to building lasting
relationships with our customers in the region.”
Ericson will manage Visionary’s key accounts in the
region while expanding its customer base with new
opportunities.
“We are focused on growing business relationships
and supporting global end-user customers,
consultants and integrators with innovative AV over
IP distribution solutions,” said Scott Freshman, chief
operations officer for Visionary. “Since our inception in

Visionary has appointed Jack Ericson as director

1995, we have built a trusted and reliable professional

of Australia and New Zealand. In this role, Ericson

AV brand. We are excited to strengthen our brand in

will establish and build customer relationships and

Australia and New Zealand with feature-rich solutions,

support business development in Australia and New

personable customer and technical support, and a

Zealand region.

continued investment in innovation.”

Visionary’s latest hire is the next strategic step in

Visionary

expanding business development to support the global
AV industry. Ericson has numerous years of success
in sales, operations and business development in the
professional AV industry. Based in Australia, Ericson
has worked with many industry-leading organizations,
including Diversified, NEC Australia and Crestron

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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LED wall and with their high frame rate, high fresh rate,
and low scan lines, the panels are ready to showcase
their in-camera performance.
Filmmaker and Dreamscreen Australia founder and
chief executive Clayton Jacobson considers virtual
production as the inevitable culmination of film
production and gaming technology. "Virtual production
requires the close collaboration of many different
filmmaking disciplines, both traditional and new,
working closely together on stage to deliver breathtaking real-time effects."
Adding, “We are dedicated to more creative

ROE Visual Black
Pearl BP2V2
Selected for Largest
University-Owned
Virtual Production
Studio
AUSTRALIA: Deakin University and Dreamscreen

productions with the latest techniques. And ROE Visual
provides vital support in LED technology, offering
an ideal display solution with stunning in-camera
performance.”
Under the agreement, Dreamscreen will have exclusive
access to the panels for television and film projects.
Additionally, there will be 25 industry placements
annually for Deakin film, animation, and design
students to work on Dreamscreen projects.

have signed a landmark partnership agreement

Deakin University Vice-Chancellor Professor Iain

to significantly improve the Australian film and

Martin said the agreement was a “significant gain for

entertainment industry. Deakin university has put a

Deakin” that strengthened the university’s capabilities

large investment in ROE Visual Black Pearl panels

at the interface of digital technology and creative

and associated equipment from Technical Direction

industries. Concluding, "It will enable our students

Company (TDC) to mark the initiation of construction

to be exposed to some of the most exciting film

on an advanced virtual production facility.

production technologies globally and cement Deakin's
standing as a digital leader."

Equipped with ROE Visual Black Pearl BP2V2 tiles and
continuous technical support from TDC, the new state-

ROE Visual/Black Pearl BP2V2

of-the-art virtual production studio in Geelong will be
Australia's largest university-owned virtual production
facility. The BP2V2 panels make up a vast 26m by 6m
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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Soundus recommended a Quantum 338 because it
was the latest console in the range, with the Quantum
engine able to process data much faster than
competitive products. They also knew the Quantum
338’s specification, price point and striking design
would attract the interest of the team at Seongnam
Atrium.
The Quantum 338 is deployed at front of house
in the grand theatre, with the Quantum 225 in the
theatre’s control room. Both include HMA touring-

DiGiCo’s Quantum
Technology Delivers
Sound Brilliance to
Cultural Space in
Seongnam City

grade connectors for the optical patch cable that runs
throughout the venue.
“Thanks to the optical loop, the client can conveniently
control and adjust the entire systems,” noted Park. “As
well as hosting its own productions, Seongnam Atrium
sometimes provides its space to external companies,
such as rental companies, for their events. Our client
wanted a complete infrastructure which is compatible

SOUTH KOREA: Seongnam-si Atrium's 4943 sqm
spans six floors, four of them below ground, and
features a 645-seat grand theatre with a smaller
200-seat theatre. Both theatres now have access
to a DiGiCo Quantum 338 and Quantum 225 mixing
console.
Following a groundbreaking ceremony in March 2019,
the name Seongnam Atrium was officially announced

with any configuration. Most rental companies in
Korea have DiGiCo consoles with HMA, so when
they come to Seongnam Atrium, they can use their
own consoles without the need for any additional
equipment.”
As well as providing the consoles, Soundus has
also delivered multiple training sessions, providing
the venue’s engineers with an in-depth technical

in November 2019.

understanding of the consoles.

DiGiCo’s Korean distributor, Soundus, became involved

“Seongnam Atrium’s engineers were already

with the project in June 2021. “Originally a different
console was specified,” said Soundus sales director,
Park. “But we and our partner continually reached out
to the client so we could provide them with a demo
and technical training on DiGICo consoles. As a result
of that, DiGiCo was confirmed as the right solution for
the venue.”

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM

experienced console operators and found it easy to
understand the Quantum consoles’ interface and
additional features,” concluded Park. “They are all really
pleased with the new DiGiCo system, and the venue
team is delighted with both their performance and
excellent sound quality.”
DiGiCo/Quantum Consoles
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ATEN has continually treated its employees as
family. It builds inseparable relationships between
the company and employees by offering competitive
salaries and well-being benefits, comprehensive
employee training, and a complete development
system. Earning these two recognitions shows that
ATEN’s employees have high confidence in, and
strongly identify with, the company.

Kevin Chen, President of ATEN.

ATEN Wins Best
Companies to Work
for in Asia 2022

Kevin Chen, president of ATEN remarked, “I would like
to thank the organizer for this high recognition; being
able to win the Best Companies to Work for in Asia
award for the third time and being awarded WeCare
Most Caring Companies truly shows that we value
and care for our employees. ATEN continues carrying
on training for talent through digital self-learning and
providing a healthy and safe working environment

TAIWAN: HR Asia, a publication dedicated to human
resource professionals, has announced the winners of
the Best Companies to Work for in Asia 2022. ATEN
International stood out amongst 330 participants and
won the Best Companies to Work for in Asia 2022
award for the third time. This year, the company also
took home the WeCare Most Caring Companies 2022

to employees through EAPs (Employee Assistance
Programs) and Healthy Workplace Programs.”
ATEN was not only awarded first prize for Happy
Enterprise by the government of New Taipei City
in Taiwan but also the TWSE RAFI Taiwan High
Compensation 100 Index, announced by TWSE

award.

(Taiwan Stock Exchange). ATEN representatives

Best Companies to Work for in Asia and WeCare

employees for their dedication to working during

Most Caring Companies are regarded as being
among the most authoritative and large-scale
employer brand awards for HR professionals in Asia,
attracting applications from Fortune 500 companies
every year. The main evaluation is anonymously
judged by employees through an online system and
then with industry experts during the review stage.
Judging criteria include “CORE”, “SELF” and “GROUP”,
representing core values and the company’s cultural
organization, employees’ emotional belonging,
and the feelings about the workplace and group
consciousness from employees, respectively.

noted that the company "is always grateful to its
the unprecedented challenges presented by the
COVID-19 pandemic and has thus still provided salary
increments, fringe benefits, and even protective suits
for employees in this uncertain era."
The company has also raised the maternity allowance
to NT$120,000. In the future, ATEN aims to continue
focusing on creating a friendly workplace, sustainable
development, and cultivating its talent’s tenacity and
agility as it strives toward becoming one of the best
companies to work for in the world.
ATEN/Careers
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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181S high-output subwoofer, powered by an LD
Systems DEEP2 4950 amplifier for the outdoor area
and 2 SAT 62 G2 two-way monitors driven by a SUB 10
A active subwoofer for the indoor space.

Live music Enhanced
by LD Systems and
P.Audio Speakers at
Tropical Trunks &
Leaves

Pradeep Chaubey of TRX Audio shared, “The LD
Systems speakers blend elegantly with the restaurant’s
surroundings, and thanks to their clever slide-and-lock
wall mount with concealed integrated connections,
there is no need for unsightly cables. Their wide
coverage angle and balanced sound provide an inviting
ambience, encouraging customers to linger for longer
with great sound! Moreover, the DQOR 8 Bs make an

INDIA: Kandivali is now home to its first multi-cuisine
open-air vegetarian restaurant Trunks & Leaves.
Delivering a dreamy tropical vibe to the concrete
jungles of Mumbai, Trunk & Leaves is a spacious
outdoor and indoor restaurant with an alluring
wooden aesthetic and a lush green ambience, with
plants all over - staying true to its name. Elevating
the restaurant's ambience with live music are the LD

ideal choice for the outdoor area with an IP55 rating
and corrosion-resistant aluminium front grille."
Adding, "Even the P.Audio SW-181S has an IP44
rating with a UV-resistant and water-proof enclosure
that also protects against moisture intrusion and
humidity, allowing it to be used permanently in outdoor
environments. All in all, the system produces clean,

Systems and P.Audio speakers

soothing sound across the entire venue, and the

The comprehensive audio setup was installed by TRX

how easy it is to use and maintain the system.”

management is delighted with the audio quality and

Audio Visual Systems and consists of 4 x LD Systems
DQOR 8 B two-way passive speakers, a P.Audio SWWWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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“We chose NEXO as this setup allowed
us to build a fully digital system with
Dante encompassing everything
from the Yamaha consoles to the
power amps,” said Hiroyuki Fukazawa,
manager (Sound Engineering) at the
Culture Promotion Division, Civic
Culture Department, Naha City. “This
is the key advantage of NEXO. The
NEXO speaker system also allows
us to suspend subwoofers alongside
speakers, providing better sound and
a better sense of localisation. Another
reason was my own sense of familiarity
with the NEXO speaker system,
having used it at my previous place of
employment. Personally, I just love how
the speakers sound.”

NEXO Sends Sound
‘Flying Through the
Air’ at New Naha
Cultural Arts Theatre
JAPAN: The Naha Cultural Arts Theatre is a new
cultural centre in the capital of Okinawa Prefecture, the
tropical island group south of mainland Japan. Built to
replace the ageing Naha Civic Centre, the new venue
is located in the heart of the vibrant tourist area and
contains both large and small theatres seating around
1600 and 300 people respectively, both of which are

Small clusters of NEXO GEO M6 are hung L, C, and R
in the small theatre, with NEXO PS10s used as side
speakers and ID24s are again used to cover seating
areas under balconies to ensure even audience
coverage throughout the venue. Amplification and
processing for both systems are delivered by 3 racks
of NEXO NXAMPMK2 powered processors.
Commenting on the performance of the system, Naha
Cultural Arts Theatre sound engineer Ryoko Hirano
said, “When I heard the main speaker in the large
theatre, my first impression was ‘Wow, what a beautiful
sound’. Not only do the speakers deliver a faithful

equipped with NEXO sound systems.

rendition of any song, regardless of genre, I must

GEO M10 line arrays with MSUB15 subs are flown left,

can produce such a powerful sound, almost as though

central, and right above the stage in the large theatre,
with additional clusters left and right and NEXO ID24s
used as under-balcony auxiliary speakers.

admit I was taken aback by how such small speakers
the sounds are sent flying through the air.”
NEXO/GEO M6 Series
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Erthpot Launches as
India’s Newest AV
Brand with a Focus
on Sustainability and
Future-Readiness

NO V E M BE R 2022

that the company sources parts and raw materials,
and assembles their entire product portfolio at their
Noida office, thereby ensuring that the manufacturing
process remains homegrown and in-turn ‘adding value
to the Indian business ecosystem’.
Vijay Sinha, director of sales and marketing at
Pink Noise Professionals, and one of the founding
members of Erthpot, shares insight as he comments,

INDIA: Developed by the team of engineers at
reputed solutions provider Pink Noise Professionals Erthpot has recently launched in the Indian market as
the newest homegrown brand that focuses on creating
sustainable and future ready products specifically
meant for professional audio-visual applications.
According to the brand’s promoters, Erthpot as a
brand was envisioned and developed by ‘uplifting
the ethos of Make In India’ – a campaign promoted
by the government of India that has encouraged
several entrepreneurs and brands to explore and
establish lines of design and manufacturing within
the country rather than importing finished goods from
foreign nations. The promoters of Erthpot confirm

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM

“The Indian AV market has been dominated by foreign
brands for a long time now, and yes there’s no doubt
that entrepreneurship has been difficult with a plethora
of challenges to overcome from multiple fronts. But
we have been promoting and servicing some of the
world’s most renowned audio brands either through
distribution or OEM representation etc. So, in terms
of the subject matter by itself, we are and have been
extremely aware and intuitive about the nuances of the
industry as a whole. Also, we’ve always believed that
Indian tech engineers are smart enough to understand
and develop products in the AV industry. That is why
when we decided to establish Erthpot, we resolved not
limit ourselves to just entrepreneurship but aim higher

NEWS
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in setting our sights on revolutionary innovation and
sustainability. And through our products and solutions,
we are confident that we will attain our goals while
etching our mark on the AV industry world-wide.”
Erthpot formally launched as a brand at the Infocomm
India 2022 in Mumbai, where at the Pink Noise
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QSC, LLC
Designates Hibino
Intersound as
Authorized Dealer

Professionals booth the brand showcased its very first
product called the Keyer 0808D. The Keyer 0808D is
an 8-channel audio DSP unit meant for conferencing
applications, and it comes as a package along with
its wall mount controller accessory. The brand’s
promoters affirm that the Keyer series will have more
variants with higher and lower channel counts, which
will be available for purchase in the market hopefully in

JAPAN: QSC, LLC includes two business
divisions: Q-SYS, a cloud-manageable audio,
video and control (AV&C) Platform and QSC Pro
Audio. Hibino Intersound, a subsidiary of Hibino
Corporation, is now an authorized dealer for the
Q-SYS cloud-manageable audio, video and control
platform as well as QSC Pro Audio products in

the coming few months once the beta testing is done.

Japan.

Alongside the Keyer series, Erthpot also plans to

“Over the years, QSC and Q-SYS continue to bring

release the NOVO Conference System, which is a wired
chairman-delegate based discussion system. The
product is apparently in the final testing phase and the
brand’s promoters are hopeful that the NOVO system
will be ready for release before the end of 2022.
Speaking about the brand’s ambitions and plans for
the future, Vijay shares, “In the coming future as the
electronics manufacturing base in India strengthens,
we will expand our product portfolio with more
technology-intensive audio products. Also, though our
initial focus is the Indian market, we are confident that
our brand can go global with the right approach. Once
we are able to establish Erthpots as a brand that users
can trust and adopt without any apprehensions, we will
expand our footprint to the MEA and ASEAN region.”
Pink Noise Professionals

innovation to the pro audio and AV/IT space with
solutions that exceed expectations," noted Hiroshi
Ikegaki, president and CEO, Hibino Intersound
Corporation. “We are thrilled to now offer QSC
Pro Audio and Q-SYS products in Japan and bring
a unified software design tool and feature set
suitable for companies of any scale. Our aim is
to help our customers deploy the best solution to
solve their needs, allowing them to focus on their
business growth.”
William Chan, managing director, North Asia,
Q-SYS , is "confident" in Hibino's ability to
secure new opportunities in different live sound
environments across Japan. He concluded, “With
the increasing demand for an intuitive, scalable
and flexible AV&C platform and ecosystem across
different industries, Q-SYS is the ideal solution for
our partners and customers in the region."
Hibino Intersound
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Germ-Resistant BenQ Smart Boards Encourage
Engagement in the Classroom
6 software. It’s packed with classroom
tools for all subjects, including timers,
rulers, protractors, compasses, and
more. EZWrite 6 also lets educators
save whiteboard sessions on the
cloud, allowing them to continue
giving lessons at a later time or for
students to access on any device
and refer to later. They can also
open documents and image files
directly on the whiteboard to facilitate
discussions. To start whiteboarding
with BenQ’s EZWrite 6 whiteboard
and annotation application, teachers
BenQ has added the new 4K Education Premium RP03

simply tap on the touch screen with the germ-resistant

Series smart boards to the company’s BenQ Board

pen.

family. Encouraging active participation in class while
protecting student and teacher health, the 65”, 75”, and

“Leading the charge” in healthier classrooms, the

86” RP03 interactive models feature one-tap NFC log-in

RP03 models also include BenQ’s ClassroomCare

to instantly load lesson materials.

germ-resistant screens, pens, and remotes to reduce
surface transmission. The touch-screen, buttons and

Teachers never have to waste valuable class time with

front ports are made with a proprietary, TÜV-certified

complex logins with BenQ’s Tap and Teach technology.

formula that is 99.9% effective against common

Using NFC card technology, teachers simply tap the

germs. It’s also the first BenQ Board with a built-in air

card on the display’s onboard NFC card reader to

ionizer. Additionally, it includes BenQ’s new Eyesafe

immediately access personal cloud storage accounts,

technology to reduce blue light emissions and, when

such as Google Drive, Dropbox, and OneDrive, as

paired with the screen’s anti-glare and flicker-free

well as to load personal settings on any BenQ Pro

technologies, create a more comfortable classroom

series display in the building. This feature seamlessly

viewing experience.

integrates with Windows Active Directory or Azure for
secure personalization of the display.

Finally, as more schools add smart displays to
their inventory of digital devices, BenQ has made it

Interactive teaching tools for more hands-on lessons

easier for IT staff to configure, monitor, and manage

allow teachers to use their RP03 smart board like a

them. The BenQ Board benefits from BenQ’s X-Sign

whiteboard, display, computer, and wireless screen-

Broadcast software, which turns any BenQ smart

sharing system thanks to BenQ’s license-free EZWrite

board in the school into signage and allows schools
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to keep everyone informed and up to date on events,

for maximum convenience. For greater ROI, the BenQ

safety protocols, and emergencies.

Board RP03 Series is IP5X-certified to ensure that the
panel will deliver consistent operation, even in dust-

IT staff have access to at-a-glance device analytics for
any BenQ display using the included DMS software.
They can easily monitor and analyze the status of all

prone environments.
BenQ/ Board RP03 Series

the BenQ devices on a single dashboard, including
managing displays, apps, and OTA updates remotely

Optimal Audio Extends Cuboid Loudspeaker Series
orientation for simple and flexible
installation. A weatherproof
terminal cover is available as
an accessory for outdoor use,
bringing the rating to IP54.
Cuboid 3TX adds a transformer,
enabling the speakers to run on
a series of 70 or 100V taps or at
low impedance. Tap selection is
via a rotary switch on the rear of
the cabinet. Cuboid 5 and Cuboid
5TX follow in a similar fashion
The new additions to Optimal Audio’s Cuboid line of

and feature a 5.25” low-frequency driver and a 0.75”

loudspeakers comprise four models: Cuboid 3, Cuboid

high-frequency driver.

3TX, Cuboid 5 and Cuboid 5TX. The new models are
available in a standard black or white finish.

The new Cuboid additions will be available for shipping
to APAC in November and EMEA in December 2022.

For distributed applications with requirements
of high-quality background music and speech

Optimal Audio/Cuboid

reproduction, Cuboid 3 is a full range, two-way, passive
3” loudspeaker. It features a 3.5” low-frequency driver
and a 0.5” PEI dome high-frequency driver mated to a
shallow wave guide for consistent HF distribution. With
its attractive design and included mounting hardware,
Cuboid 3 can be fixed in either portrait or landscape
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MSolutions UCT Module Provides Peace of Mind for
Users of USB and its Peripherals
A), for example. The tester will also
identify and qualify the USB version
that the cable is specified to, which is
often the root of compatibility issues –
especially when laptops are involved.
The UCT also confirms power
consumption levels from USB devices
and the amount of power that the
Msolutions is now shipping a solution meant to
qualify today’s wealth of USB cables, signal types and
connectivity options: its new USB cable test (UCT)
module. The UCT module also helps users understand
the power consumption of a USB device in relation to
the host, as well as bandwidth, data speeds and the
presence of specific wires across the cable that match
varied USB specifications.
The UCT module arrives on the market at a time
of need for installers and tech managers tasked
with modernizing meeting and learning spaces.
Modernizing these spaces means an increased
reliance on the USB transmission of AV signals, which
also raises compliance issues between transmitting
and receiving devices.
The UCT removes the mystery of which cables are
compatible between cameras, extenders and displays
or computers by identifying what USB signal types
the cable can pass. Upon attaching the module to
a USB cable, MS-104B users receive accurate test
measurements for USB-C to USB-C, USB-C to USB
3.0 (Type A), and USB 3.0 (Type B) to USB 3.0 (Type

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM

cable can transfer. As MSolutions CTO
Ariel Marcus explains, USB-C signal failure typically
happens when the transmitting device and cable
cannot provide the amount of power required for the
signal. The UCT will specifically relay that the cable can
transfer 20, 30 or 50 watts, for example.
The UCT joins the growing family of modules for the
company’s handheld MS-TestPro (MS-104B) device.
MSolutions also offers HDMI, HDBaseT, IP and DC
Resistance modules for its all-in-one AV tester.
Additionally, the company offers complete USB
transmission solutions for collaboration rooms that
provide rock-solid connections, including its MS4KCam USB camera and MS-6U1C extender set.
The latter is an entry-level USB-C solution that offers
an uncompressed extension of USB data, ideally for
USB-C PTZ cameras, hard drives, laptops and other
USB-C peripherals. The UCT provides peace of mind
for users of these products when mixing USB cables
from multiple sources.
Msolutions/Test Equipment
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Biamp Cambridge Qt X Sound Masking Solution Now
Shipping
Other features of the Qt X include:
• Enterprise-class security features enable every Qt X
system to be deployed with confidence on any secure
corporate network
• Standard Ethernet hardware and core components
Qt X is an all-in-one sound masking solution that
protects speech privacy, reduces noise distractions,
improves office comfort, and boosts productivity.
And because it's capable of controlling either
direct or indirect sound masking installations—or
both—on a single system, the Qt X platform gives
system integrators the flexibility to design solutions
that meet end-user architectural requirements
without compromises. From healthcare facilities
and courtrooms, to call centres, law offices, and
businesses of all types—Biamp considers it the right
sound masking solution for any environment.
With the Qt X platform, customers will initially benefit
from the full support of systems of up to 55 controllers
and up to 110 independent paging zones from either
analogue or networked paging stations, with more to
come in later releases. In addition, upcoming firmware
enhancements will enable support for even more
zones plus full and seamless integration with Biamp's
NPX network paging stations via Qt X.
Qt X can be installed as a single, standalone sound
masking controller, or as a multi-controller solution
that delivers a fully networked system. Seamless
integration with building-wide AV technologies is made
possible thanks to standard compatibility with shared

interconnect using the same networking standards
businesses use today
• Compatibility with Biamp’s Qt Pro and Dynasound
Pro emitters and loudspeakers enables time-saving
familiarity when deploying the Qt X
• Audio can easily be shared among zones as an
analogue input or as a networked audio source from
Biamp's Tesira platform via AVB or Dante.
• Users can make system-wide adjustments from one
interface with the Qt X controller’s front panel or the
simple web interface
• REST application programming interface enables
third-party control compatibility
• System scheduling allows users to ramp-down sound
masking output during off hours, and to gradually ramp
up post-installation output to help occupants become
comfortable in their new acoustical environment
• Emergency muting enables any Qt X system to be
interfaced with a fire alarm panel to allow a systemwide emergency mute from a single contact closure
interface
• Every Qt X controller, including the in-plenum Qt X
800 model, the rackmount 805 models, and the Dantecompatible versions across the product lineup, are
available for purchase.
Biamp/Qt X Models

network audio and control interfaces.
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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Avocor Enhances Team Communication with New
Ultrawide 21:9 Displays

The emergence of new user experiences expanded

corporate environment. Each version delivers 5K

interfaces, and infinite canvas solutions from various

image resolution and graphics, increasing image detail

collaboration providers have created greater demand

and drawing accuracy. This capability is combined

for expanded visual display solutions that enable

with the unique 21:9 aspect ratio to give additional

their 21:9 screen ratio design elements. Meeting the

screen width and hugely increase each display’s usable

demand, Avocor has launched its L Series, a new range

area. Thin, chemically strengthened glass with an

of Ultrawide 21:9 displays. With two models available

anti-reflection and anti-fingerprint coating is optically

in the range (touch and non-touch), the L series has

bonded directly to the LCD to give the best colour and

been designed to meet the distinct challenges facing

contrast reproduction possible.

hybrid working in the modern workspace.
The L Series represents Avocor’s continued focus on
For example, solutions like Microsoft Teams Room’s

enabling collaborative environments with state-of-the-

new Front Row experience utilize the 21:9 ratio to

art display solutions purpose-built to activate features

deliver a more holistic meeting experience by using

designed for new hybrid workspace experiences.

the additional screen real estate to serve up new video

This unique combination of embedded technology

layouts and non-verbal components available within

and physical design offers Avocor’s customers and

their room application.

partners a foundational solution ready to take on the
burgeoning area of Ultrawide application design.

The L Series comprises two 105” displays, each
designed in brushed aluminium to complement the
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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C2G Supports UHD Streaming Applications With HDMI
Over IP 4K Extender System
The encoder accepts 4K video @ 30Hz and streams
the content to any H.264/H.265 decoder to be
displayed on a 4K monitor. The encoder may also send
H.264/H.265 video streams to other H.264/H.265
compatible decoder devices.
The C2G HDMI over IP Decoder can upscale lower
resolution video signals up to 4K @ 60Hz to be
displayed on a 4K monitor. The decoder also accepts
H.264/H.265 video streams from other transmitting
devices of up to 4K @ 60Hz. Both devices support PoE
and may be powered by a PoE Ethernet switch.
C2G customers can now stream outstanding video
over a network using the company’s new extender
system which features a decoder, encoder, and
network controller. Meant for retail, corporate, security,
and education environments, the extender system
provides integrators with multiple HDMI over network
configurations, ensuring the flexibility to support a
digital signage system, a video wall, and point-to-point

The C2G Network Controller for HDMI over IP is a
Linux-based PC that allows users to control HDMI
over IP products, supporting video wall and multiview
connectivity. It can be managed via a web interface
or the C2G AVoIP control smartphone and tablet app.
When installed on a local area network (LAN), it scans
the LAN for connected C2G HDMI over IP products,

extension, including multiview capabilities.

allowing the user to auto-discover, configure, manage

C2G’s HDMI over IP Encoder and Decoder allow

the AV over IP devices through the web interface.

HDMI audio/video signals to be extended at up
to 4K resolution via a Cat-6 or Cat-6a cable. They
support multiple configurations and have the ability
to provide scalable audio/video matrix switching to
over 600 devices. The exceptionally low bandwidth
requirements of this device combination allow for
audio/video content to be streamed over a local
network for distributed installations.

connectivity, and support firmware upgrades for
An Application Program Interface (API) is available
for supporting several third-party partner control
applications running on smartphones and tablets.
All solutions are available through retailers and direct
to users from the company itself.
C2G
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Nureva and AVer Combined Solution Elevates Hybrid
Meetings and Learning Experiences

Nureva's HDL300 and Dual HDL300 audio

the Nureva audio system so that each component can

conferencing systems now integrate with Aver

be placed in its optimal location without compromise,

professional and AI auto-tracking cameras to deliver

adding the most value for remote participants.

camera-tracking features that support hybrid working
and learning.

This AVer integration is the first of several upcoming
integrations with leading PTZ camera companies

Using Nureva’s sound location device API, available

that leverage Nureva’s patented Microphone Mist

through the Nureva Developer Toolkit, and AVer PTZ

technology to deliver a superior audio and video

Link software, the integration allows sound location

experience. Nureva’s API is used to communicate

data available from Nureva audio systems to be used

accurate sound direction, location and level, tailored to

by AVer Pro AV cameras to accurately and smoothly

the Nureva audio system being used.

steer views to where people are speaking in the room.
Sound locations are reported several times per second
If multiple AVer cameras are in the room, AVer has

to enable automatic camera adjustments based on

enabled the automatic switching between cameras so

the location of the active speaker or the need to switch

remote participants can easily follow conversations,

focus between multiple speakers. This results in more

significantly enhancing their experience. Delivering

refined camera positioning and a better experience for

this functionality through an integrated microphone

remote participants.

and speaker bar also simplifies the task of preventing
false targeting of sounds from external speakers. And,
unlike other solutions, the camera is independent of
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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Opticis DPOC-14N Optical Cable Provides Simple
Installation and a Standout Performance
DPOC-14N provides slim, light, easy installation like a
general copper DisplayPort cable. It requires absolutely
no external power to operate and solely utilizes the TX
and RX of the cable to function without any additional
setting requirements.
The cable also enables 3D transmission with a bidirectional hardware handshake and voltage assertion
for EDID and DPCP.
Opticis/DPOC-14N
Opticis’ new DisplayPort1.4 Active Optical Cable
(DPOC-14N) enables transmission of up to 8K
DSC(7680x4320) at 60Hz signal up to 100m (328ft). It
avoids any scaling or data compression to lessen the
burden of data transmission.

Condeco Adds Simplicity to Microsoft 365 Integration
Offering
room for a group of coworkers within their current
Microsoft Teams chat or channel. Users can also
automatically add an event to the Teams calendar by
turning their meeting into a Microsoft Teams meeting.
For team members working in a centralised
Through Condeco's built-in partnership with Microsoft,

workspace, the new app allows users to find and

the Teams App is a valuable addition to Condeco’s

reserve a private workspace for the days they want to

Microsoft 365 Integration offering, creating a

be in the office or view a weekly breakdown of where

seamless experience for users when managing their

each team member will be working.

hybrid work.

Condeco by Eptura/Partner Portal

It is now easier for virtual colleagues to join meetings
by allowing users to locate and reserve a meeting
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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Martin Debuts Exterior Linear Pro Outdoor Architectural
Fixture Series

Martin by HARMAN has placed an intense focus on

The fixtures are DMX-controllable and easy to install

energy consumption and efficacy, packing the Martin

due to their integrated universal power supply. They

Exterior Linear Pro series with intelligent features to

can also be daisy-chained using a combined power

make installation, management and onsite design

and data connector, which enables long fixture runs for

changes simple.

simpler infrastructures.

With a range of permanent, compact, LED-based

With more than 50 lm/W(QUAD) and 60 lm/W(CTC),

outdoor and indoor architectural fixtures, the series

the fixtures are highly efficient. Multiple power modes

harnesses the latest linear technologies to enable

(12W/10W/5W, including ASHRAE compliance) can be

dramatically low power consumption while delivering

set via Remote Device Management (RDM) to reduce

powerful lumen outputs.

power consumption as needed. Flexible change-ofbeam angles are included for late design changes

The series is available in Cove, Graze and Direct View

and on-site adjustments. A smart mounting plate

(DV) models in QUAD colour and tunable white (CTC)

design offers a variety of standard or custom bracket

light engines and in 1-foot and 4-foot lengths. The

solutions.

slim design and low weight also make them easier to
integrate into architectural elements discreetly and

Superior Temperature Control (CTC Model Specific)

with fewer structural requirements. Also focusing on

Cold, neutral, and warm LEDs are included for precise

sustainability, all models are shipped in FSC-certified

colour temperature control from 2700K to 6500K at

packaging.

high efficacy with 12 LEDs/ft. They also feature a high
colour rendering index (CRI) covering the entire colour
temperature spectrum.
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Granular Lighting and Sophisticated Colour Control

high-lumen output of mixed colours. A colour boosting

(QUAD Model Specific)

feature is also included for full-powered illumination

An integrated 6-inch (15 cm) segment mode enables

of a single colour or mixed colours, making them up

more granular lighting control for organic and subtle

to three times brighter than comparable fixtures yet

looks.

boasting lower total power consumption.

QUAD colour fixtures also include logic RGB control of

The new series is ideal for architects, system

the RGBW engine, making it easier to mix colours when

integrators, electrical contractors and other

the white colour is automatically calculated. Factory

professionals, who need direct and indirect

calibration of colours offers superior consistency and

illumination of walls, ceilings, textured and decorative

user-selectable default colour temperature with the

surfaces in stadiums and arenas, cruise ships, theme

ability to set a favourite default colour temperature.

parks, hotels, casinos, bridges, tunnels, or similar

Fine segment control is also included for more organic

applications.

and subtle colour transitions.

MARTIN/Exterior Linear Pro

Premixed Colours with Colour Boost (QUAD Model
Specific)
QUAD colour LEDs deliver an enhanced visual
appearance with homogeneous colour mixing and

HH Electronics Packs in the Power with M-Series
Amplifiers
and development. The models were created and
engineered in the UK and have a Class-H heavy-duty
toroidal power supply, robust chassis, ultra-reliable
linear power stage, and comprehensive protection
system.
The M-Series high-power 2U rack amplifiers have been

HH Electronics/M-750D

designed to perform best in demanding environments.
From houses of worship, live music and education
settings, to bars, restaurants and clubs.
The three models available, M-750D, M-1500D
and M-2600D all draw on HH’s 50 years of
pioneering heritage in the field of amplifier design
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Epson Addresses WFH Flexibility with New CO-FH02
Smart Projector
environments, and to project visuals that are integral
in facilitating discussions and small conferences
outside of the office. The CO-FH02 appeals not only
to business users, but also to home users due to
its versatility, creating an enjoyable experience in
entertainment, learning, and large-screen infotainment.
In addition, the CO-FH02 comes with a fixed inbuilt
lamp that is covered by 2 years warranty.
Epson has expanded its projector offerings with the

Leveraging the rise of consumer adoption of streaming

new CO-FH02. This Full HD Smart projector was

video services, the CO-FH02 can function as a smart

designed to offer seamless usage for consumers

projector as it is bundled with the Android TV 1 Dongle

and businesses whose activities and operations are

that enables streaming and Chromecast built-in

conducted in various environments.

features. The projector also boasts a powerful sound
output of 5W and can operate wirelessly. Altogether,

Offering a brightness of 3,000 lumens and a Full

the CO-FH02 is a well-rounded projector that provides

HD/1080P resolution, the CO-FH02 allows users

users with a multitude of visual experiences as its

to carry out clear and vivid presentations, business

on-demand features are designed to meet all of one's

meetings, and discussions in and out of the office.

lifestyle needs, whether educational, cinematic or

Furthermore, educators can utilise the projector

business.

to promote visual learning with greater content
accessibility.

The Epson CO-FH02 projector will be available for sale
from 18 November.

Hampered by restrictions on physical meetings
brought about by the pandemic, organisations are
looking to reduce their physical office space and
introduce hotdesking to meet new demands of
flexible work. However, common office equipment like
Flat Panel Displays in Work-From-Home
(WFH) or Small Office Home Office (SOHO)
environments are not always the most space-efficient.
To address this, the CO-FH02's portability with its
lightweight and compact design enables users to
conveniently carry and install the projector in different
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Audinate Introduces Dante AV Variants for Different
Streaming Bandwidths

Audinate Group Limited has launched a new family

It integrates Dante Audio into AV-over-IP products,

of solutions under the Dante AV brand. The first two

giving users the ability to independently route audio

solutions include Dante AV-Ultra, previously Dante

and video to wherever it is needed using the popular

AV, and Dante AV-H, which will allow OEMs and end

Dante Controller software.

users to deliver networked video over standard Gigabit
networks.

26 Video OEM Partners and Growing
Audinate’s video products are rapidly gaining adoption

Re-Introducing Dante AV Ultra

within the AV-over-IP market, with 26 OEMs licensed

The original Dante AV module has been renamed

and in the process of developing and delivering video-

Dante AV Ultra and is said to be “the highest

enabled products to end users. All Dante AV family

performing solution” in the new Dante AV family. It is

products use a single application to manage both

designed for applications that need the lowest latency

audio and video for greater visibility and ease of use.

and completely synchronized audio and video, such as

Because Dante AV products provide separate routable

image magnification and broadcast contribution. All

streams for audio and video, integration is easier with

new products based on the original Dante AV module

sound and recording systems.

will be Dante AV Ultra branded and current Dante AV
products will be rebranded to Dante AV Ultra at the end

With IT-level security and monitoring using Dante

of 2022.

Domain Manager, the Dante AV family takes the
complexity out of AV-over-IP for manufacturers and

Dante AV-H for H.26x-based products

end users alike. Additionally, Dante Studio lets IT and

Dante AV-H is a new software solution designed to

AV managers bring Dante AV Ultra, soon Dante AV-H,

allow OEMs the ability to incorporate Dante control

into AV production workflows, making them easy and

into existing H.26x-based IP video product designs.

reliable.

Dante AV-H provides IT-level management to costeffective IP video products such as PTZ cameras,
encoders and decoders using Dante Domain Manager.

Audinate/Dante AV Family
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Get Ready for ISE 2023
The world’s leading AV and systems integration exhibition is back for another unmissable
event: ISE 2023, 31 January - 3 February 2023, Barcelona

Integrated Systems Europe (ISE 2023) promises to

alike. “ISE 2023 will showcase all the professional

deliver a vibrant edition, showcasing a wealth of new

AV and systems integration technologies shaping

technology and providing plenty of opportunity to

how we live, play and work. It’s a coming together of

connect with leaders and innovators throughout the AV

evolving AV and networking technologies – integrated

and systems integration industries. In fact, ISE 2023 is

into outstanding creative and practical solutions

already 30% bigger than in 2022.

to transform industry, business and lifestyle. From
signage on the high street to collaboration systems

ISE, AVIXA and CEDIA will deliver exciting show

for business, high-tech solutions for smart homes

features and enriching learning opportunities to create

to cutting-edge sound and visuals for entertainment

an unmissable event for the AV channel and end-users

venues. If you are responsible for a facility, be it in
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education, live events, workplace, retail, worship or

academies and colleges are another key market in this

assisted living for example, ISE is where you’ll discover

respect, where the forward-thinking opportunity is for

what’s next from the leading AV brands.” said Mike

participants to not only view and share information

Blackman, Managing Director of ISE.

with other people but to be inside of a sensory, tactile
and virtual presence experience.

Multi-Tech at the Heart of ISE
Anyone wanting to appreciate the sheer scope of the

Key vendors include manufacturers with a broad

AV industry’s innovation should head to the Multi-

range of technologies such as Crestron, LANG and

Technology Zone situated at the heart of ISE (Halls

Kramer; makers of displays and/or projectors that

3 and 5). The ability to engage both in-person and

serve multiple verticals, including Samsung, LG, Epson,

remote audiences in an interactive way is crucial for

Sharp/NEC, Panasonic, Absen and Christie; and broad-

AV going forward. The clearest examples lie in visitor

based audio companies including Harman, Shure and

attractions and live event venues, many of which are

Biamp.

combining cinematic techniques, interactive content
and theatrical design to give visitors a sensory

Unified Communications & Education Technology

experience of fantasy or photoreal environments with

As there is significant overlap in the end-user

a depth of immersion they cannot enjoy at home.

base for unified communications and education
technologies, ISE combines these two solution sets

This approach applies to the AV/IT team in the

in a single Technology Zone, located in Hall 2. Across

office as much as it does for the live event producer.

the education and learning sector – whether in

Immersive workspaces are transforming offices

classrooms, professional training centres or enabling

worldwide with video conferencing and collaboration

remote learning – professionals recognise the positive

systems required to bridge staff in the building with

impact of education technology on enhancing student

colleagues working remotely. University departments,

outcomes and making learning spaces more inclusive.
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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The unified communications and edtech sectors

January 2023). The combined Residential & Smart

have players of all sizes offering everything from

Building Zone (Hall 2) is our strongest-ever offering in

single apps to whole-room solutions. Big names in

this fast-moving area of AV technology.

the Unified Communications & Education Technology

The last couple of years have seen a real expansion

Zone include Zoom and Microsoft, whose ubiquitous

in the trend for technologies to facilitate working from

platforms are relied on around the world, and

home. Robust and secure Wi-Fi connected spaces that

Clevertouch, which offers interactive screens, digital

can serve as the home office, home entertainment

signage and a range of apps and software for the

and home security system are in demand. As such,

classroom. In addition, Jabra and Poly develop

the home is now a multi-functional space that

solutions to enable better collaboration by offering

provides a place of comfort, rest, and relaxation, as

high quality audio and video tools.

well as a secure and practical home office, a learning
environment, a cinema, gaming room, and fitness

In addition, manufacturers in the Multi-Technology

suite. There is also heightened customer demand to

Zone in Hall 3, including Shure and Sennheiser, have

deliver ‘well tech’ solutions whether in the corporate

developed innovative microphone solutions that offer

environment or at home. In order to cut the carbon

high-quality, consistent sound in meetings rooms

footprint of buildings, limit the rising cost of energy

and teaching spaces with minimal input from users

and reverse the negative effect on the environment,

required.

advanced building monitoring and control systems is
a fast-growing tech trend embedded in smart building

Technologies for Working Life

design.

ISE has long been positioned as a leading voice in
residential solutions and home automation, with

Some of the major names present at ISE 2023 include

the backing of joint-partner CEDIA; and also as a

smart lighting controls manufacturer Rako and remote

prominent player in smart building, thanks to the

monitoring and management platform developer, Snap

long-running Smart Building Conference (Tuesday 31

One. Lighting supplier Lutron is well-placed to help
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advise on requirements for networking sensors that

including DSP, networking and immersive audio and

detect the presence of inhabitants back to the lighting

take the chance to experience dozens of different

controller. Also returning to the show floor is Jung,

audio products in live demonstration. Grab the chance

which delivers sustainable design, engineering, and

to learn from the experts at top audio manufacturers

consultancy solutions.

and discover what's next on the audio product horizon.
For those seeking information on Dante, head to

Digital Signage and DooH

Audinate; for those keen for updates on the Milan

Already one of the largest solution areas in the pro AV

protocol, the leading players include d&b audiotechnik,

industry, the digital signage sector is forecast to reach

L-Acoustics and Meyer Sound.

a value of $44.7 billion in 2026, up from $35 billion
in 2022, according to AVIXA. Digitised promotion of

A Fine Performance

products and services continues to be a major driver

Visitors will find performance, entertainment and live

of digital signage installations; however, the ability of

events solutions concentrated in the Lighting and

digital signage to educate, inform and entertain means

Staging Technology Zone in Hall 7. Covering sectors

the technology is visible in multiple market sectors,

such as entertainment, sport and business, companies

from retail, transport and education to corporate,

here aim to put the audiovisual experience first and

hospitality and the public sector.

foremost. It's not just major stadium concerts either:
solutions are on hand for small temporary venues and

Although ISE encompasses a huge breadth of
audiovisual technologies, it is also one of the largest
digital signage exhibitions in the world. The Digital
Signage and DooH Zone in Hall 6 is home to the full
gamut of digital signage technology including Ameria,
Broadsign, Navori Labs, Telelogos and Zebrix; media
players from Yodeck, as part of its cloud-based DS
system, as well as from market leader Brightsign; and
displays from manufacturers including Alfalite, Dicolor
and LEDECA.
Hearing is believing

pop-up installations. With live events getting bigger
and more spectacular, attendees will see advances
in lighting quality and colour fidelity, as well as
enhanced control and distribution methods. Exciting
technologies such as motion tracking, video mapping,
and holography are presented alongside the essentials
of rigging and staging which provide the foundation
for the whole live experience. Some of the big names
in this sector exhibiting at ISE 2023 include Adam Hall
Group, Area Four, ARRI, Elation Professional Europe,
Equipson and MA Lighting.

Audio is key to a total integrated AV experience,
whatever the setting. That’s why the ISE Audio Zone in

Integrated Systems Europe, ISE 2023, will take

Hall 7 is packed with solutions for every market sector,

place at the Fira Barcelona Gran Via, 31 January - 3

for all sizes of project and any type of application.

February 2023. Integrated Systems Events is a joint

New for 2023 are the Audio Demo Suites which can be

venture between AVIXA and CEDIA – the two leading

experienced in Hall 8.0.

associations for the global audiovisual industry

ISE 2023 covers the entire audio signal chain from

For more information visit www.iseurope.org – use

microphones to loudspeakers and everything in
between. Discover the latest in advanced technology

our unique code ‘systemsintasia’ for FREE registration.
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NEW-MEDIA LAB Offers
Next-Generation Event Space
Targeted media courses to be held at the Lab help train much-needed skilled professionals

A new event space in Singapore is ready to make

Lighting Engineering for Live Events programmes.

waves with all the bells and whistles you need. The

Both programmes are Skillsfuture Credit (SFC) eligible.

NEW-MEDIA Lab, located on the second floor of the

These programmes are aimed at personnel wanting

Kallang Wave Mall in Singapore, is managed by BELLS

to equip themselves with skills to make a difference in

Academic Group and Esports Entertainment Asia

the media industry.

(EEA). The 3,300 sq. ft. NEW-MEDIA Lab is designed
to provide an all-integrated, tech-enabled event centre

For more information click HERE.

and a broad spectrum of hands-on media courses
accepted by the industry.

A Multi-faceted Multi-purpose Venue

Flagship WSQ* Media Programmes Eligible for

The NEW-MEDIA Lab is designed for multiple uses.

Skillsfuture Credit

It features all the AV needed to conduct business
meetings, seminars, workshops, product launches,

The New Media Lab is targeting making seismic waves

team bonding, awards ceremonies and even full-scale

in the new media industry. This is spearheaded by the

recordings.

WSQ Sound Engineering for Live Events and the WSQ
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The NEW-MEDIA Lab with its open concept allows you to configure according to your needs.

The location gets five stars as it is easily accessible

- If you are planning to hold your events, the Lab has

via the Kallang and Stadium MRT, and at least 1,600

properly designed rigging structures with appropriate

car park lots are available. Furthermore, the mall has

power points to ensure that any audio, video and

plenty of F&B options - all key ingredients to attract

lighting needs can be met easily. The infrastructure

attendees to events and learning courses.

is ready to accept all sorts of fixtures, from video
projectors to line-array speakers, which helps reduce

What Does the NEW-MEDIA Lab Provide?

the cost of erecting temporary structures and permits.

- If you are looking to do recordings, the Lab is

- Want to bring in your own equipment? It's a breeze as

acoustically treated, that meets recording studio grade

the Lab can be accessed via large Cargo lifts.

standards. The Lab can accommodate orchestral
recordings to soundstage-style video shoots. A

- Or you can just bring yourself and your team. The

control room fitted with a see-through glass panel

NEW-MEDIA Lab holds an extensive inventory of state-

ensures mixing engineers and editors can do their job

of-the-art lighting, visual and audio equipment that will

effectively.

easily meet any of your needs.

- If you want to stream your events, the Lab is

- All basic amenities such as air-conditioning,

streaming-ready with a 5G enabled internet service

availability of Wi-Fi and chairs and tables are also met.

installed by M1. It also features a large green screen
with chroma and luma keying capabilities.
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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Proof of Concept

Training Centre
The NEW-MEDIA Laboratory has already held a variety
On top of the flagship programmes, The New Media

of events successfully.

Lab will be offering other WSQ Programmes for
technical services such as camera operators, and
sound engineers for live mixing and lighting operators,
to name a couple. More specific post-production
courses include audio post-production, sound design
and creation, sound and video editing and Linear
Media Operations course for virtual, hybrid events.
Master classes by visiting experts are also planned.
The good news for Singaporeans who want to learn or
upgrade their knowledge is they will be able to benefit
from Government funding for the courses if they meet
the necessary criteria.
Let the NEW MEDIA Lab Kickstart your Career in the
Media Industry
On top of this the organisation also runs Career

One of the first events was a symphony recording. The

Conversion Programmes for personnel applying for the

Ding Yi Chinese orchestra did a recording at the NEW-

following programmes:

MEDIA Lab. The acoustically-treated venue met the

1. Media Tech Support Specialist

expectations of the orchestra.

2. Digital Sales and Marketing Automation Specialist
3. Programme Management (Digital Transformation)
Companies who are hiring personnel for these
positions under the above Career Conversion
Programme will be able to enjoy up to 90% salary
support for up to 6 months for their hires.
For full details of BELLS WSQ and CCP courses, click
HERE.

Vocal Associates by The Core Project is a choir that
also used the venue for a recording.
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BELLS Academic Group recently ran a pilot WSQ
Sound Engineering for Live Events course that
attracted attendees from of all walks of life..
HARMAN International and Electronics &
Engineering also conducted a demonstration of

If you are looking to enquire on the training

the JBL loudspeakers at the venue. Once again, the

programmes or conduct product launches or other

acoustically-treated venue allowed the speakers to

types of event you can contact Nicole at 81881186

be demonstrated to the attendees without disturbing

or Sherfeeq at 96947466.

neighbouring units.
*The Workforce Skills Qualifications system is a national
continuing education and training system designed for
adult workers in Singapore, complementing the formal
education system for students.

BELLS Academic Group

The NEW-MEDIA Lab was also used as one of the
venue for the Asia E-Sports Festival organised by
Esports Entertainment Asia.
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Part Two

XR Studio: GIANTSTEP’s Journey

GIANTSTEP is a renowned advertisement production company in Korea, and its studios are used mainly for
producing advertisements and product launches. The company had a unique journey recently in setting up its
XR Studio.
GIANTSTEP established its GX-LAB in 2016, started
its R&D for Video Effects (VFX) using a real-time
engine, and released ‘Vincent’ in 2019, a ‘Virtual
human’ based on AI and Real-Time Engine technology. Choi Seong Ho, the chief technology officer of
GIANTSTEP, states, “From this process, I became
interested in the virtual space where ‘Virtual Human’
can work. We felt that the virtual space we focused
on requires a space where real humans and ‘Virtual
Humans’ can interact, which is different from gaming.

traditionally used in the VFX industry. To implement

So, we started to think about how to use the real-time

and test our concept, we built our A.I-ONE Studio 1 in

engine in the chroma key-style studio, which has been

2019. In the studio, we tested placing an actual human
in a virtual space and, conversely, a space in which a
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“Virtual Human” exist simultaneously in real space and

Though GIANTSTEP had decided on the LG LED

communicates with each other.”

display, difficulties still had to be overcome during
the installation process. “During the LED installation

“In this way, we verified the usability and validity of the

process, even if a small module was slightly warped,

real-time engine in the chroma key-style XR studio,

there were problems in the image quality of the warped

and then decided in 2020 to make the LED-based XR

part of the camera screen. We also had to have proper

studio, which we called the next-generation XR studio,”

plans in case of fire or blackout and cater for large-

added Mr Choi.

capacity power consumption and air conditioning for
LED heat generation. We had to solve problems that

GIANTSTEP’s XR studio features multiple high-resolu-

are not required in a typical studio,” added Mr Choi.

tion LG displays with a centre LED screen at
11,520 x 2,700 pixels, a top ceiling display at 1928

Regarding the operational aspects, Mr Choi highlighted

x1538 pixels, a bottom display at 2816 x 1408 pixels,

that in an XR Studio the various systems, such as

and a right side display of 1920 x 1080 pixels. These

cameras, lighting and sound, as well as real-time

displays power up with just one Analog Way Aquilon

engines, rendering systems, media control equipment,

C+ image processor and one Analog Way Picturall Pro

camera tracking systems, and network systems, had

Mark II media player.

to act as one solution.

What were the challenges GIANTSTEP faced when

“Among them, the most difficult thing was to render

setting up the XR Studio?

dozens of high-resolution contents with a real-time
engine and synchronise them as if it were a single

“To be honest, almost every process from design

screen. Because it is such a complex system, it

to operation was difficult,” says Mr Choi. “Let me

required a lot of learning time for operators of various

break it into three specific areas – the studio design,

occupations such as the camera man, system

installation and operation. We met up with several well-

operators, content creation artists, and programmers

known LED manufacturers, did various test images

to run the studio.”

with our camera, and compared their performance.
This helped us with our studio design, as we wanted

How did GIANTSTEP overcome these challenges?

the optimal studio while simulating the camera’s
angle of view and movement in full 3D. The most

Mr Choi highlights that various issues during the

difficult point in the design stage was what criteria to

installation process were discussed closely with

use to select the LED. We formed a TFT to simulate

LG Electronics, where ideas were exchanged which

various content creations and prepared for six months

resulted in the hardware and software of the LED

the items to be tested and to analyse the results.

products being modified, and even the installation

We tested various image qualities such as colour,

method changed. GIANTSTEP also constantly re-

brightness, colour reproducibility and sharpness the

photographed with the camera and shared the results

LED can express. We also measured the latency from

with LG for better outcomes. Though it took longer

real-time engine to LED data expression and found

than usual to set up the studio, the CTO felt that

that LG Electronics’ LED was the most suitable for our

GIANTSTEP got the best quality and gained a lot of

studio.”

experience from the process.
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Kim Dong Pil, vice president, LG Asia, B2B Business

Guy De Souza, vice president, Asia, Analog Way

comments, “LG Electronics is extremely pleased to

adds, “When we were given the chance to work with

collaborate with GIANTSTEP. We offer differentiated

GIANTSTEP on an XR studio in Korea, we immediately

value by providing dedicated ecosystem solutions

looked at it as an opportunity to help them with the

such as camera, media server, camera tracking and

challenges they faced by doing what we do best

rendering software. As cameras can be unforgiving

which is managing several high-resolution screens as

in production it is of utmost importance that the LED

a single canvas. Now in a broadcast setting like XR,

panels are of high quality. In addition the processors

there are many other factors to consider as well such

driving the LED panel, as well as the media servers

as the amount of latency incurred when transmitting

used for real time content need to be of very high

large amounts of high-resolution videos to the

standards. When the end product is broadcast viewers

actual rendering of these videos onto the screens.

should not realise that the production was shot in an

We are glad to know that all the test performed on

XR Studio. That is the ultimate goal and I believe we

our equipment by GIANTSTEP met with their high

have helped GIANTSTEP achieve that goal.”

expectations.”

During the operation, the rendering results in the

GIANTSTEP’s XR Integrated controller

real-time engine were simultaneously output to
about 10 LEDs and had to be perfectly synchronised.

The XR integrated controller is a solution that

“We performed tests such as maximum resolution,

GIANTSTEP created for use in their studio

transmitting and receiving speed, supported codecs,

environment. The controller was recently named

and data consistency on multiple LED screens

‘Helios’, the sun god from Greek mythology, to use it

with products from various companies expressing

specifically for the XR Studio.

rendering data on a large screen. At the end, Analog
Way showed the best performance in all these

Mr Choi comments, “The XR Studio is much

aspects,”

more complex than a normal studio and all the
equipment, software, and sensors must move like

Mr Choi adds that Analog Way’s technical support and

a single creature. However, since the manufacturer

cooperation completely solved the complex problem

of each gear is different and the purpose of the

where output quality had to be perfectly synchronised

product is slightly different, controlling each of them

while supporting 4K resolution.

independently is inefficient. For example, suppose you
need to set the real-time engine settings in various
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places, such as the LED wall controller, media server,

production as we are able to recreate whatever scene

video processor, and camera tracker. In that case,

is necessary without anyone feeling it was shot in an

you must move the data one by one to each system.

XR studio,” added Mr Choi.

So, we thought that it should be possible to control
the entire data flow from the camera to the real-time

Where is the XR Studio heading?

engine in one system.
“I would like to discuss two points. First, the LEDAnother reason we tried to develop our own without

based XR technology is not a finished technology.

using other XR solutions was because we felt that the

It is still a developing technology, so it cannot be

existing solutions were inconvenient and had many

said that any product or technology is standard.

limitations. Since most solutions are configured in

XR Studio is a comprehensive set of technologies

such a way that various functions are integrated by

that must harmonise. The point is that although

embedding Unreal Engine in their own solution, the

the LED is a large and good product, XR content

solution engine is in the old version even if the real-

is not created correctly just by using a famous

time engine is updated or the functions supported by

solution. System engineers, Programmers, 3D artists,

the real-time engine are not supported in the solution.

Cinematographers, and Lighting experts can only
create content when they cooperate.

With the help of LG Electronics and Analog Way, the
‘Helios’ project, which we are currently developing,

Second, although XR Studio makes many things

has completed the primary development to integrate

possible that were previously impossible, it is not a

all functions of the real-time engine, video controller,

silver bullet that solves all problems. In some cases, it

media server, and LED wall controller to enable control.

may be more effective to use chroma key XR than LED

We are currently verifying usability and performance

XR, considering the cost. Alternatively, it may be more

in A.I-ONE Studio 2. We will continue to upgrade the

effective to do post-production in the traditional way

performance and necessary functions while using it

of the past or post-production with VFX. Of course, XR

ourselves.”

can be an effective alternative if a large-scale filming
team is filming overseas or if a large-scale set is

What benefits has the XR Studio brought for

needed. However, it is not effective in all cases.

GIANTSTEP?

I think that XR technology will probably provide a highquality virtual space indistinguishable from reality.

In terms of business, besides commercial advertising,

This is because the underlying real-time engines, LEDs,

where GIANTSTEP has a competitive edge, a new

video processors, and camera trackers are rapidly

business area of broadcasting and entertainment

evolving. However, the creators who can create a

content production has emerged, which GIANTSTEP

realistic virtual space indistinguishable from reality will

is able to take advantage of with its XR Studio. “The

have the competitive advantage.”

benefit of the XR Studio is the ability to create life-like
backgrounds and transport the actors and viewers to

If you missed Part One you can read it HERE.

another space. Creativity and imagination is the only
limitation. The XR Studio is also an enabler when cost,
travel and even health-related constraints restrict a

Analog Way
LG
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DUBAI

A GEM of a Modern Academic Facility
Almoe AV Systems & Hikvision transform Dubai’s premier academic institution auditorium to
multipurpose venue

GEMS Modern Academy – one of the premier Indian schools in Dubai – has made a name of its own in the
Emirate for imparting academic excellence as well as all-round skills to students, particularly of Indian
community. An important aspect of its focus on standards of its academics and associated facilities has been
its technology integration. A recent act of this technology integration has been the conversion of its auditorium
into multipurpose venue with a world-class AV.

FACTFILE
Project Name: GEMS Modern Academy Auditorium
Project Location: Dubai
Project Segment: Education
Project Contractor: Malani Construction
Project Systems Integrator: Almoe AV Systems
Key Solutions: HikVision LED Display and controller
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM

Set up over three decades ago, with the objective
of providing academic facilities to Indian immigrant
communities, the GEMS Modern Academy has grown
from competence to competence over the years.
Affiliated to Council for Indian School Certificate
Examination, the institution has made many a
laurel both by means of its provisions and students’
achievements.
An important aspect in its competence is its
transformation of auditorium by revamping the legacy
projection system with a massive LED wall. The
renovated auditorium has become a popular venue for
students, staff, and the community.
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Offering Curriculum to children from kindergarten to

do a complete upgrade to our live audio, stage lighting

grade 12, GEMS is one of the top ten schools in Dubai.

and visual display systems.”

Its large auditorium holds 500 seats for school events
and can be rented out for private events on weekends.

To achieve this objective, Dhanak worked with the
Dubai-headquartered AV distribution major Almoe AV

The Challenge

Systems who brought in their expertise to upgrade

Originally, the auditorium had a large projection screen

the auditorium’s total AV system that included touch

on the stage to display presentations, images and

control systems, matrix switchers, stage lighting, and

videos. However, every element in the environment

audio-video equipment. For the most crucial part of

could take away from the image quality, from sunlight

the solution – the visuals – they worked with Hikvision

coming in through windows to the whiteness of the

to install a new LED display.

screen, the distance from the projector, the age of the
system, and more.

The Solution
Considering the many advantages that LEDs bring to

“The projector system was not good enough with the

place, including flexibility and modularity, the school

ambient lighting,” recalls Ritesh Dhanak, Head of the

management and AV/IT team decided to install a

IT team at GEMS Modern Academy. “In order to create

massive LED screen at a width of 12.48 meters, a

a better experience in the auditorium, and to pave the

height of 4.86 meters, and a pixel pitch of 2.5 mm at

way for it to become a community hub, we needed to

the center of the auditorium stage. The massive LED
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wall is made up of nine units of P2.5 Fine Pixel Pitch

“The LED wall provides high-quality visuals, and is

LED Display Units (DS-D4425FI-CAF). The wall delivers

perfect for our large auditorium,” says Dhanak. “Unlike

an outstanding color gamut and contrast ratio to

with the old system, we don’t have to dim the lights in

create remarkably refined images.

the auditorium during lectures, presentations, or live
performance, and this allows students to take notes,

For the setup, GEMS Modern Academy preferred to

remain more attentive and, for remote viewers joining

make the two sides of the screen removable to ensure

via web conferencing, see the auditorium clearly.”

flexibility on the stage, as well as to have multiple
videos broadcasted on the screens simultaneously.

Hikvision’s LED display solution has turned the

Four smaller side-screens were designed to be 2

auditorium into a truly multipurpose venue that fits all

meters wide and 5 meters high, with a pixel pitch of

kinds of events. Since the LED screens are installed,

2.9 mm. They were installed on the two sides of the

the school has hosted a large number of events at the

massive center screen. Each side-wall was composed

auditorium, such as school lectures, stage plays, and

of four P2.9 Indoor Rental LED Displays (DS-D4429RI-

musical performance. In addition, the venue has also

CAF). The two side-screens are used as backdrops,

been rented out for many private events such as public

and can be easily removed when they are not needed.

presentations and speeches.

The LED walls are managed using Hikvision’s Video

Impressively, the venue has also been used to host a

Wall Controller (DS-C10S-S11T), which supports up

TED Talk, one of the most popular lecture platforms in

to 3840 x 2160 resolution at 30 Hz from multiple

the world.

signal sources (VGA, DVI, HDMI, SDI, YpbPr, DP, and
HDBaseT). This enables the school faculty to easily

“With a large multi-purpose auditorium providing such

manage multiple video and audio inputs and outputs.

excellent visual experience to the audience, events at
GEMS Modern Academy are now on a different level

The Benefit

and our auditorium is a much sought after event space

Hikvision’s LED wall has vastly improved the visual

in the community,” commented a happy Dhanik.

performance of lectures and events held at the
auditorium. With an extremely bright and clear image

Hikvision

displayed, the screen loses none of its sharpness,
color, or coherence, even when viewed at an angle or
when the auditorium is brightly lit.
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INDIA

India’s First Earthquake Memorial Museum
Massive AV technology deployment blends science and senses to elevate experiences
-By Ram Bhavanashi

Smritivan Memorial facade.

Museums and Memorials connecting India’s citizenry with national vibes via audio-visual genius has taken
a new high in recent times. Giving a new dimension to this – perhaps blending vibes with inspirations from
others – India now has a museum connecting with an earthquake, there by joining the league of few countries
who have done it earlier.
‘Smritivan’ – as the museum is named – is thus India’s first Earthquake Memorial, created near Bhuj in Gujarat,
as a tribute to the people who lost their lives due to the devastating quake that shook the region in 2001.
Dedicated to the nation by the country’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi recently, the museum – with a
combined competence of a galaxy of domain experts – opened a new chapter in the annals of museum AV, at
least in the region.
An SI Asia exclusive
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Top Acts of AV

Project name: Smritivan Earthquake Museum

Experience

71

- Custom designed seamless 270-degree wrap-around
- 22-track audio configuration

Project location: Bhuj, Gujarat, India

- Concealed projection system
- Audience interaction with custom gesture application

Project segment: Museum/Infotainment

-10,000 crystal headed fiber optic strands for
immersive lighting

Project owner: Gujarat State Disaster

- Real-time rendering of visuals

Management Authority (GSDMA)
Backgrounder
Project Design Consultants: Design Factory

On the morning of 26 January, 2001, even as the

India

country was gearing up to celebrate 52nd Republic
Day festivities, the town of Bhuj – one of the most

Project Acoustic Consultants: Alphatec Audio

important ‘treasure troves’ of Indian antiquity – was

Video Pvt Ltd

shaken by a truly unprecedented earthquake, turning
four major lively urban areas in about 100km range

Project System Integrator: Nolabel Immersive

into heaps of rubble in just a matter of few seconds.

Experiences Private Limited (Shraddhanjali
Experience); & MSS World (other areas)

As many as about 18 towns – including the four
major areas of Bhuj, Anjar, Bachau and Rapar – over

Project Highlights: India’s first and largest

180 taluks, and 1800 villages were hit hard by the

museum built as a memorial of people lost in

earthquake of 7.7 magnitude (6.9 on Richter Scale)

an earthquake (Bhuj). It is also a museum with

that claimed nearly 13,000 human lives, besides

digital tributes, redefining innovation. One of the

rendering as many as close to 180,000 people

largest constellation of projection systems for

seriously injured, and large scale property loss.

Christie, with over 100 laser projectors deployed
in the overall project.

Only third largest earthquake in the recorded history of
India, behind those 8.6 magnitude Assam earthquake
of 1950, and 8.1 magnitude of Bihar earthquake,

Top AV Brands in the Install

the Bhuj earthquake had far-reaching impact on the

Projectors: Christie

economy of the otherwise rich belt, owing to its growth

Front End Audio: Tannoy

in recent decades.

Amplifiers: Lab.Gruppen
Interactive: MicroSoft Kinect

People have mourned silently for over two decades

Fiber Optic: Mitsubishi

for the loss of their kith and kin, besides the property,

Outdoors Moving Head Lights: SGM

till the Government of Gujarat decided to create a
monumental memorial to pay tributes to the people
who died due to the impact.
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Building museums in the memory of victims of
earthquakes is not uncommon in the world –
particularly after those that have come up at Kobe
in Japan, and Tulbagh at Cape Town in South
Africa – besides those at Istanbul in Turkey,
Sichuan in China, and Iceland. So, the Smritvan
created at Bhuj may not be the first of its nature,
but certainly one for the scale, and the perspective
intended to with it.

NO V E M BE R 2022

* The AV play also includes a simulation theatre for
visitors to experience earthquakes in real-time
* Visitors pay respects to those who lost lives in the
tragedy through a digital flame
A very important aspect of the museum is the digital
flame technology. The visitors just need to ‘gesture’
their instructions to the LED panels installed in the
gallery. After getting instruction, the signal will travel
through digital LED walls up to the ceiling and form

The Project

one united light, which will be projected as a beam of

The Smritivan, though not first of its kind – in the

light on the outside of the museum and be visible all

strict sense of the term earthquake museum – is

across Bhuj as a homage.

a significant technology play in its own right. For,
consider this:

The museum, spread over 11,500 square meters
area, is still part of Phase-I of the massive project.

* The museum is a 11,500-square metre-spread

This Phase-I itself is spread over 170 acres of land,

quintessential part of a very ambitiously planned 470-

and includes 50 check-dams, a sun-point, 8km of

acre massive project built atop Bhujiyo Dungar at Bhuj

walkways, 1.2km of internal roads, repair of the over

(in Kutch district)

300-year-old fort wall, a 1 MW solar power plant,
besides parking for 3,000 guests.

* The museum comprises eight distinct blocks named
Rebirth, Rediscover, Restore, Rebuild, Rethink, Relive

The wall of the main check dam is installed with a

and Renew – that symbolically indicates what type of

giant size nameplate that is etched with the names

action it comprises, and offers to the visitors

of the 12,932 victims, who lost their lives during the
earthquake.

* Each block provides specific attractions through the
use of a vast array of audio-visual technologies that

(New) Themes on the Block(s):

include projection mapping, interactive projection,

- The first block – named Rebirth – depicts earth’s

virtual reality, holograms, and as many as 50 AV

evolution and its ability to overcome every time

models/mannequins
- The second block – named Rediscover – showcases
* The technology-powered journey through the eight

Gujarat’s topography and various natural disasters that

blocks include insights into Gujarat’s topography, the

the state is vulnerable to

great Harappan Civilization, the land’s rich culture and
heritage, and science of seismology, besides a real-

- The third block – named Restore – shows the

time emergency response situations through a Control

immediate aftermath of the earthquake, with galleries

Room

addressing the massive relief effort undertaken by
individuals as well as organisations
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- The fourth block – named Rebuild – showcases

“The project objective was to

Gujarat’s rebuilding initiatives and the success stories

create one of its kind ‘Centre of

post the 2001 earthquake

Gratitude’ that affirms the will
power of the people of Gujarat

- The fifth block – based on the theme Rethink –

who overcame (the pains of)

prompts the visitors to think and learn about different

their losses and labored the

types of disasters and future readiness to minimise

rebirth of its land from the

damage and loss of lives

earthquake,” says Amit Gupta,
Managing Director of Nolabel.

- The sixth block – themed Relive – is characterized
by a 5D simulator using which the visitors can relive

“Using immersive experiential interaction, this center of

the experience of an earthquake and know the ground

gratitude helps anyone connect with the souls of their

reality of an event at this scale

loved ones by sharing their thought and memories into
the collective soul bringing closer to what was lost

- The seventh and final, eighth block – themed Renew

during the earthquake.”

– provides people with a space for remembrance
where they can pay homage to the lost souls- via the

Nolabel, who were specifically brought on board for the

digital flame

Shraddhanjali Experience gallery, had worked around
to revise and modify the originally intended touch

In summary, it can be said that the Smritivan museum

panel-based instruction to gesture-based.

is themed on the lines of those at Kobe in Japan,
and Tulbagh in South Africa that narrate the stories

Says Amit: “While the concept designers had a brilliant

of those who survived the earthquake and provide a

idea at hand, the physical execution of it was to have

glimpse of the rehabilitation works.

relatively low fidelity digital LED panels with an LED
light at the ceiling. User interaction was planned with

The Builders on the Blocks…

touch panels on the tables in front of the LEDs where

Ambitious, as the project is, the Smritivan is a massive

the user would have been required to browse through

work with expertise coming from a galaxy of domain

13,000 names of the earthquake victims, select a few

experts. While the overall project design was entrusted

names and then with a press of a button or touch of

with noted architectural firm Vastu Shilpa Consultants

the panel they perform digital shradhanjali (homage).”

from Ahmedabad, the project contract had been won
by Bangalore-based Meroform Pvt Ltd.

Once Nolabel was brought on board, the experience
design was reworked to create a solution that was not

The AV technology design for this ambitious project

touch but gesture based giving a more meaningful

was entrusted to Noida based Design Factory, while

human interaction with the collective soul. The solution

the integration was accorded to New Delhi based MSS

consisted of projectors covering the display area with

World. However, the culmination point of the Smritivan

a very ultra-high fidelity image instead of LED panels.

- the Shraddhanjali Experience Gallery - was entrusted

The ceiling LED light representing the collective soul

to Bangalore based Nolabel Immersive Experiences
Pvt Ltd.
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Siddharth Bathla, Managing Director, Design Factory
The Smritivan museum is a blend of a storytelling on nature and human
endeavour. It begins from the origins of the earth, its tectonic structure with
land and oceans, why and how the natural disasters like earthquakes and
tsunamis occur, then how the region of Gujarat and Kutch were formed, their
seismic structure and all. Then, on the other side how human habitation has
begun in the region, Lothal, Dholaveera and more; the extension of Harappan
Civilization, subsequent passages through ages, then the series of natural
disasters, big and small…then how the people have sustained and survived those calamities…
We decided to encapsulate all that and simulate- there is a 5D theatre too to enliven all that.
So, in short, it’s a story of devastation and determination of people.

was also reworked to a fully animated projection using

representing the souls for whom the shradhanjali has

projectors hidden in the floor.

been made. The show repeats every 10 minutes with a
choice of three languages - Gujarati, Hindi and English.

Sound design was created using a specially
customized 22 track audio system where the sound

Apparently, being the most critical part of the museum,

travels not only horizontally but also vertically

the Shraddhanjali gallery making wasn’t without the

immersing the audience in the action and making

challenges of its size and scale. There were many.

them a part of it.
Space & Simulation: Interestingly, while the Smritivan
The finally implemented solution is an automatically

project generically is a hugely spacious initiative, it did

operating system which takes the audience through

face a big challenge of space constraint, particularly

the journey of recovery of the people of Gujarat

for simulations of projector placement during pre- and

post the earthquake as a three-minute wraparound

post-production too. “We had to undertake over 15

narrative with surround audio ending with the

simulations before arriving at the final option,” recalls

formation of many wishing well where one can pray for

the Nolabel Chief.

the departed souls.
Dome Projection: That the gallery projection surface
At the end of the prayer a metaphysical form

included a half spherical dome that in turn had to

representing one’s thoughts and wishes appears

merge with both straight and cylindrical surfaces,

in front which then rises and merges with the

the integrator had to employ classical edge-blending

collective soul in the ceiling. The experience ends

by deploying multiple projectors – instead of the

with the animated formation of five names out of

conventional fish eye lenses – which was particularly

13,000 victims appearing randomly in front of them

challenging.
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“The Smritivan Earthquake
Museum is a world-class facility
that offers a unique experience
unlike any other museums or
public spaces,” says Rishubh
Nayar, director of sales for India,
Enterprise, Christie. “Visitors are
not only informed in finer detail
about the earthquake, they can
also learn more about Gujarat’s
culture, the Harappan civilization
of the region, the science of
seismology, and how the people
of Kutch triumphed against
adversities after the earthquake,”
he explains. “These have been
Audio Catch 22-track: The curvature of the surfaces

accomplished by highly engaging and immersive

did not provide an even stage from sound design

projections that elevate the visitor experience to a

perspective. With 22 track audio on site, each of the

whole new level.”

channels had to be calibrated first independently, and
again then as part of the speaker array to give uniform

The HS Series laser projectors are used to display

fill across the gallery.

bright and lifelike images around the GEODOME total
immersive chamber to create a realistic earthquake

Gesture Control: Custom application programming for

experience, complemented by surround audio as well

gesture control was particularly challenging given that

as vibration and motion effects.

the application had to differentiate between individuals
and groups of people. Moreover, keeping the spirit

The GS, Inspire and Captiva Series laser projectors

of the installation absolutely secular needed the

have also been ingeniously installed in various

integration designers to code in prayer gestures from

exhibition blocks to support multimedia presentations,

multiple faiths which was undertaken using advanced

interactive exhibits, as well as a holographic projection

machine learning algorithms.

and virtual reality demonstrations.

Time, as usual: The CTC (commencement-to-

“The projections have added poignancy to this

commission) timeline of the project being 90 days

historical event and at the same time, exemplified the

made it extra ordinarily challenging.

courage and resilience of the people in rebuilding their
homeland,” observes the Christie executive.

All that said, Nolabel bringing its expertise to place,
worked around the task diligently towards achieving
the intended impact.

Nolabel
Christie Digital
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